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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Maine’s nearly 6,000 lakes are a vital resource for the state, generating $6 billion
in annual economic activity and sustaining 52,000 jobs. Over the course of the last
several decades, this resource has increasingly been threatened by development and
related problems, especially nutrient runoff. LakeSmart is a lake protection program
designed to stem the flow of nutrient runoff by promoting and rewarding the use lakefriendly landscaping practices.
For this project, I traced the history of LakeSmart from its roots in the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection and, through stakeholder interviews and
surveys, chronicled its development into the flagship program of the Maine Lakes
Society. To assess the program’s effectiveness, I examined the drivers of and barriers to
conservation behavior and how they have been addressed in the design and
implementation of the program.
Through the use of surveys and stakeholder interviews, I identified potential areas
of improvement in the structural design of LakeSmart as well as in the way it presents
itself to potential participants. Specifically, the program can improve its mentoring
process for property owners who do not receive LakeSmart certification, it can develop
partnerships with member-rich groups to increase exposure of the program to new
potential participants, and it can foster a strong sense of place in lake communities by
becoming involved in local events. In addition, LakeSmart can improve the training for
the evaluators and screeners by increasing “job-shadowing” opportunities with
experienced LakeSmart inspectors, and it can reduce redundancy, subjectivity, and
unclear wording in its evaluation form. If LakeSmart implements these changes, along
with other already in the process of being implemented, there is real potential for
expansion within and beyond the state of Maine.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a state so defined by its status as a tourist destination that it carries the
nickname “Vacationland”, the quality of the environment is of inestimable value.
Maine’s nearly 6,000 lakes alone generate an estimated $3.5 to $6 billion in annual
economic activity and support 52,000 jobs, while also providing 400,000 Mainers with
clean drinking water (Boyle et al. 1997, Natural Resources Council of Maine 2013). In
the last few decades, however, it has become increasingly apparent that this natural
resource is under threat. Mirroring a worldwide decline in water quality (Baron et al.
2013, Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014), the water quality of Maine’s lakes has
decreased measurably in the past twenty years due to increased developmental pressure
and earlier spring ice-out, a combination that leads to increased nutrient availability in the
lakes (Boyle et al. 1999, McCullough et al. 2013, Beyene and Jain 2015). While the
Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Act (38 MRSA §435-449) of 1971 has done much to help
manage shoreland development for the sake of lake health by establishing protected
zones and minimum setback rules (Maine Department of Environmental Protection
2008), developmental pressure is still increasing in many parts of the state (Pavri et al.
2012).
The constant human presence in, on, and around Maine’s lakes has brought with it
many environmental impacts. Among them are: the destruction of wildlife habitat, the
introduction of invasive species, (such as Eurasian milfoil, Myriophyllum spicatum, and
its lesser-known relative Variable-leaf milfoil, Myriophyllum heterophyllum), and
increased nutrient runoff from lush, suburban-style lawns, which promotes eutrophication
(Bailey and Calhoun 2008, Baron et al. 2013, Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014). Laws
such as the Shoreland Zoning Act (38 MRSA §435-449) or the Natural Resource
Protection Act (38 MRSA §480) and programs such as the Volunteer Lake Monitoring
Program (Maine Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program 2016) have been created to help
protect and restore the health of Maine lakes by mitigating human impacts. Among these
lake protection programs is LakeSmart, a government-created but now nonprofitadministered effort to promote and reward the use of landscaping best management
practices (BMPs) to buffer shoreline properties against erosion and nutrient runoff
(Maine Lakes Society 2015). Property owners can apply for the LakeSmart award, a
1

distinctive white and blue sign that proclaims its owner as a friend of the lake (Maine
Lakes Society 2015). Operating on 43 lakes and three rivers in 13 of Maine’s 16 counties
(excluding Somerset, Piscataquis and Sagadahoc counties) as of 2016, LakeSmart is
among the largest and most well-known lake protection programs in the state (see
Appendix A). However, while the program appears to be successful at raising awareness
of threats to lake health from shoreline development and promoting lake-friendly
landscaping practices, its effectiveness has yet to be formally evaluated.
Because LakeSmart is a comprehensive program that encompasses many aspects
of lake protection, a full assessment of the program is difficult to achieve. Instead, this
report focuses on four different aspects of the program: the background conditions under
which the LakeSmart developed, a historical overview of the program’s development, an
investigation of the motivations that drive conservation behavior among lakeshore
residents, and an exploration of the assessment criteria used for the LakeSmart award.
The report ends with a synthesis of the findings and their implications for the future of
the LakeSmart program.
In the Background section, I explore the importance of lakes to Maine’s economy
and the state’s recreation culture as well as provide an overview of the problems facing
many of Maine’s lakes. By fostering an understanding of the science behind water quality
decline, this section explains how legislation, lake protection programs, and especially
LakeSmart, attempt to mitigate the damage done by decades of shoreline development.
In the Historical Overview, I chronicle LakeSmart’s development from a Maine
Department of Environmental Protection pilot project in 2003 to the Maine Lakes Society
flagship program in 2016 (Maine Lakes Society 2016). Through a combination of a
literature review and stakeholder interviews, I chronicle the evolution of the LakeSmart
program and its transition from a government- to a non-profit-administered program. In
this section, I also explore past program changes and stakeholder visions for the future of
LakeSmart.
The Motivation for Conservation section focuses on what drives people to engage
in pro-environmental behavior in general by reviewing literature on participation in
activities as disparate as bird-feeding, recycling, and water conservation. I then draw
comparisons between these literature findings and survey data from the Belgrade Lakes
2

watershed, exploring differences in demographic characteristics, environmental attitudes,
concern about declining water quality, community engagement, and implementation of
best management practices between participants in the LakeSmart program and shoreline
residents who have not participated in the program. In this section, I also explore the
influence of reference persons on the adoption of LakeSmart standards as well as stated
motivations for participation among the LakeSmart participants. I then use these findings
to make recommendations for increasing participation in the LakeSmart program.
The LakeSmart Criteria and Suggestions for Improvement section draws on
surveys administered to the individuals who carry out the daily work of evaluating
nutrient runoff management strategies on lakeshore properties throughout the state. These
people, collectively referred to as LakeSmart inspectors, were asked to give their
opinions on the criteria and processes that lead to a LakeSmart award. From an analysis
of their responses, I develop recommendations for future changes to the program.
Finally, I summarize the recommendations for improvement of the LakeSmart
program identified throughout the report, and compare them to changes to the program
that have already been implemented since work on this report began in September 2015.
In doing so, I identify improvements that still have the potential to be implemented.
My goal in conducting this research project is to deliver a thorough yet accessible
assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the LakeSmart program. I will make
suggestions for future improvement that will be both useful to those administering the
program and of sound scientific value. By carrying out this assessment, I hope to make a
contribution that will help take this innovative program to the next level.

3
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II. BACKGROUND
Lakes in Maine
With an abundance of clear lakes and vast forests, Maine is an ideal destination
for tourists, attracting close to 34 million visitors in 2014 (Maine Office of Tourism
2015a). These visitors from Southern New England, Eastern Canada and beyond
generated more than $5.6 billion in direct expenditures and supported close to 100,000
tourism-related jobs in 2015 (Maine Office of Tourism 2015b). According to studies by
the Maine Department of Environmental Protection, 54% of this money is spent in
communities directly bordering the lakes (Bouchard 2000). The money spent by lake
users pays residents’ wages and is re-spent within the community, generating an
estimated $3.5 to $6 billion dollars in annual lake-related economic activity and
sustaining 52,000 lake-related jobs (Boyle et al. 1997, Bouchard 2000, Natural Resources
Council of Maine 2013). Overall economic activity from the Great Ponds (those lakes
with a surface area larger than ten acres) alone represented 5% of Maine’s gross regional
product in 1997, illustrating the importance this natural resource to the economy of the
state even 20 years ago (Boyle et al. 1997).
In addition to money spent by out-of-state visitors, the lakes generate $87 to $290
per acre, suggesting that lake recreation presents a powerful draw to Maine residents. In
fact, Mainers spend 80% of all money spent pursuing lake-related recreation activities
(Boyle et al. 1997). According to a 2015 survey from the Maine Office of Tourism, 95%
of Mainers had taken a vacation in Maine more than 50 miles away from their home
within their lifetime, and 71% had done so within the past year, suggesting a strong
connection to the recreation resources of their home state (Maine Office of Tourism
2015a). This strong sense of place, coupled with the revenue generated by tourists and
summer residents, can begin to explain the importance that lakes hold for Maine.
Causes of Declining Water Quality
Although Maine is almost synonymous with its deep lakes and dense forests,
water quality issues are of great concern. All 5,780 lakes and ponds that are monitored by
the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) are considered impaired due
to high levels of mercury bioaccumulation (Maine Department of Environmental
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Protection 2012). While factors such as mercury bioaccumulation, nonnative fish
introductions, and acidification are putting stress on Maine’s lakes, nutrient enrichment
(called eutrophication) is considered the most severe threat to lakes in this region
(Whittier et al. 2002). In total, 117 lakes are considered “impaired” or “threatened” due to
their total phosphorus loads, and 24 lakes do not meet minimum standards for water
clarity (Maine Department of Environmental Protection 2012, 2016). These impaired
lakes are located primarily along the I-95 corridor (Maine Department of Environmental
Protection 2013a). Eutrophication is a severe enough threat that as early as 1996, 260
lakes and ponds in Maine did not meet federal standards for swimming and aquatic life
support (Michael et al. 1996). Today, 2.4% out of 986,952 lake-acres in Maine are not
considered suitable for swimming, and 8.6% are not suitable for supporting aquatic life
(Maine Department of Environmental Protection 2012).
Eutrophication in its own right is a natural process, which occurs as part of the
natural aging of lakes. After their formation, lakes are initially oligotrophic (nutrient
poor) (Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014). Oligotrophic lakes are clear and deep,
supporting little plant and animal life. Over time, the limiting nutrients phosphorus (P)
and nitrogen (N) present in eroding soil and decomposing animal matter are carried into
the lake by storm water runoff, causing a change in the trophic state to a mesotrophic
(nutrient enriched) and finally to a eutrophic (nutrient rich) or even hypertrophic state
plagued by serious water quality problems (Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014). While
this process happens naturally over geological time, formerly oligotrophic and
mesotrophic lake ecosystems are becoming eutrophied at an increasing rate due to human
alterations of natural nutrient fluxes resulting primarily from development along
shorelines and in the watershed (Smith 2003, Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014). This
acceleration of the natural aging process, termed cultural eutrophication, has become one
of the world’s most pressing water quality issues (Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014), and
it has progressed to a point where most freshwater resources in the United States are
degraded in some way (Baron et al. 2013).
Eutrophication occurs because in many freshwater ecosystems, productivity is
limited by the availability of the essential nutrients phosphorus (P) and nitrogen (N)
(Schindler 1977, Glibert et al. 2014). P is frequently a limiting nutrient because all living
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organisms require it to build nucleic acids and phospholipid membranes. Similarly, N can
be a limiting nutrient due to its prevalence in nucleic acids and amino acids. Human
alterations of the natural nutrient cycles, especially the industrial production and
application of N- and P- rich fertilizers, have led to large increases in the amounts of
reactive N and P that are cycled through aquatic ecosystems (Nasir Khan and Mohammad
2014). Unless the excess nutrients are flushed out of the ecosystem before they can be
taken up and used biologically, affected ecosystems often display algal blooms, which
limit light availability for other species. As these algae die and are broken down, they
support large populations of decomposers. These decomposers use up large amounts of
dissolved oxygen, sometimes creating hypoxic (low-oxygen) conditions that can result in
fish kills (Baron et al. 2013, Faridmarandi and Naja 2014, Nasir Khan and Mohammad
2014).
Nutrient inputs into a lake can be external or internal in origin. External nutrient
inputs generally enter the lake through direct runoff, groundwater flow, or tributary flow,
whereas internal nutrient inputs occur when anoxic conditions result in the release of P
from lake sediments (Lijklema 1986, Kõiv et al. 2011). Phosphorus that is not used up by
the organisms present in a lake ecosystem or flushed out of the system sinks to the
bottom of the lake, where it becomes bound to iron, making it biologically unavailable
(Søndergaard et al. 2003). In anoxic conditions, however, whether caused by the
organisms decomposing algal matter or by summer stratification (which prevents oxygen
from reaching the deeper parts of a lake), the P is released from its bond with iron. This
makes it biologically available again, able to fuel primary production (Søndergaard et al.
2003). External nutrient inputs, on the other hand, originate from either point or nonpoint sources (Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014). Point source pollution enters the lake
or its tributary streams from one defined outlet, such as a pipe releasing sewage effluent
or a leaking septic system (Harvey 2015). Non-point source pollution, on the other hand,
is washed into streams and lakes with rainwater runoff carrying pollutants and
phosphorus-rich eroding soil from the entire watershed (Baron et al. 2013, Nasir Khan
and Mohammad 2014, Harvey 2015, Rissman and Carpenter 2015). Because, at least in
developed countries, eutrophication control measures have succeeded in removing most
point sources, the focus has turned to mitigating non-point sources, whose impacts are
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much more difficult to quantify and prevent (Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014, Rissman
and Carpenter 2015).
Impacts of Eutrophication
Regardless of its cause, cultural eutrophication can impact lakes, their organisms,
and their surrounding human populations. Common impacts on human lake uses include
restricted industrial and recreational use due to the spread of invasive macrophytes and
algae, reduced drinking water quality, and human health effects due to high nutrient
loading and toxic cyanobacteria blooms (Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014). These
restrictions often seriously harm local economies by decreasing tourism and recreation
revenue and by necessitating costly macrophyte removal efforts (Paterson 1989).
Ecosystem impacts include fish kills resulting from hypoxia or cyanotoxin-poisoning as
well as increased release of greenhouse gases from lake sediments (Smith 2003, Baron et
al. 2013, Nasir Khan and Mohammad 2014). Because climate change is projected to
intensify summer droughts, reducing flushing rates and lengthening the residence time of
nutrients in aquatic ecosystems, and to increase the severity of rain storms, increasing the
amount of runoff entering these ecosystems, cultural eutrophication is likely to intensify
during the coming decades (Whitehead et al. 2009).
Storm water runoff continues to be an area of significant concern for Maine lakes
(Pavri et al. 2012). While runoff is likely to contain pollutants and nutrients from the
entire watershed, shoreline properties are generally considered the last line of defense
against lake degradation (Jennings et al. 2003). Numerous studies have shown that
shoreline development, which tends to weaken this line of defense and introduce nutrient
sources in proximity of the shoreline, is associated with a host of environmental problems
beyond eutrophication, including destruction of fish nursery grounds, introduction of
invasive species, and loss of littoral biodiversity (Soediono 1989, Elias and Meyer 2003,
Jennings et al. 2003, Brauns et al. 2007, 2011, Carpenter et al. 2007, Cheruvelil and
Soranno 2008, De Sousa et al. 2008, Merrell et al. 2009, Christensen et al. 2012,
Steinman et al. 2015).
While eutrophication should be an area of concern in most parts of the world, it is
especially threatening in a place like Maine, where large parts of the state economy rely
heavily on the lakes (Peckenham and Hart 2012). On a smaller scale, high water quality
8

buoys the economies of entire communities by providing access to high quality, low cost
drinking water, high lakeshore property values (resulting in high tax revenue for lake
communities), recreation revenue, and aesthetic qualities (Boyle and Bouchard 2003).
Because degraded lakes are significantly less valuable to the surrounding communities
(in terms of recreation, drinking water, transportation, fishing and other uses) than
healthy lakes, potential economic gains should be an incentive for lake protection and
restoration (Carpenter and Cottingham 1997, Keeler et al. 2012). In fact, Boyle et al.
(1997) conclude that tolerating the continued degradation of Maine’s lakes would be akin
to killing “the goose that laid the golden egg.”
Hierarchy of Lake Protection in Maine
To protect this “golden goose”, a multi-tiered hierarchy of lake protection efforts
has developed in Maine (Boyle et al. 1997). At the state level, Maine has created a suite
of laws designed to combat nutrient runoff and promote sound environmental practices
around the lakes. Arguably the most influential and far-reaching law is the Mandatory
Shoreland Zoning Act (38 MRSA §435-449). Enacted in 1971 in response to increasing
developmental pressure, the act prescribes statewide minimum standards for protecting
aquatic habitat (Maine Department of Environmental Protection 2008). The law
establishes a minimum setback of 100 feet from the lakeshore for all newly-built
structures (older structures are “grandfathered in” under previous regulations), prohibits
large openings in the tree canopy, mandates an intact, multi-level buffer zone and narrow,
meandering paths. All of these features are designed to prevent or reduce erosion carrying
phosphorus and to slow the flow of water across the property, allowing it to infiltrate into
the ground before reaching the lakeshore and reducing the amount of soil and other
runoff entering the lake (Merrell 2013). How effectively this law has minimized negative
effects from shoreline development becomes clear when comparing the state of Maine’s
lakes to those in Vermont. Maine’s Shoreland Zoning Act was actually modeled after
Vermont’s Zoning of Shorelands Law (24 VSA §4410a) of 1970, which included many
of the same features. However, the Vermont law was repealed only five years later, in
1975, leaving the protection of lakeshores in the hands of individual towns and private
landowners (Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation 2003, Merrell et al.
2013). Most Vermont towns did not enact sufficiently stringent ordinances, allowing the
9

lakeshores to become some of the most heavily developed areas in the state (Merrell et al.
2013). Recognizing the harm that was being done to Vermont’s lakes, the state legislature
passed the Vermont Shoreland Protection Act (10 VSA §1441) that took effect in July
2014, reestablishing regulations to guide development within 250 feet of lakes greater
than ten acres (Watershed Management Division 2015).
In addition to the Shoreland Zoning Act, Maine has passed several other
protective laws, including the Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act (38 MRSA §420C), which mandates erosion control measures to be put in place for any earth disturbances
(e.g., camproads, parking areas) in the watersheds of at-risk bodies of water; the Natural
Resource Protection Act (38 MRSA §480), which regulates earth disturbances within 100
feet of water resources; the Site Location of Development Act (38 MRSA §481-490),
which regulates major development proposals; and a law discouraging the use of
phosphorus-based fertilizers (38 MRSA §419) (Nonpoint Source Training & Resource
Center 2000, Monagle 2002).
While Maine state laws set the minimum standards for lake protection,
municipalities can introduce their own, more stringent regulations. The Town of Belgrade
in Central Maine, for example, has its own Shoreland Zoning Ordinance (approved by
referendum in 1991 and amended in 1997), a Minimum Lot Size Ordinance (1993) and a
Floodplain Management Ordinance (1999), all of which aim to reduce human impacts on
the adjacent Belgrade Lakes (Town of Belgrade 1991, 1993, 1999). Many municipalities
also use direct management strategies that focus on combatting the symptoms of
eutrophication, such as overproduction of macrophytes (Belgrade Regional Conservation
Alliance 2015a). The Town of Belgrade, for example, funds a Courtesy Boat Inspection
program at boat launch sites intended to prevent the spread of invasive aquatic plants
such as Variable milfoil, Myriophyllum heterophyllum (Belgrade Regional Conservation
Alliance 2015a).
Maine lakes receive protection not only from various levels of government, but
also from many non-profit organizations such as lake associations and lake trusts. Lake
associations are membership organizations in which individuals and businesses come
together with the common goal of protecting a given lake or watershed. The Belgrade
Lakes Watershed, for example, a roughly 180 square mile area comprising seven lakes
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and various smaller ponds, has six all-volunteer lake associations with the goal to protect
the water quality of their respective lakes: the East Pond Association, the North Pond
Association, the McGrath Pond – Salmon Lake Association, the Belgrade Lakes
Association (for Great Pond and Long Pond), the Friends of Messalonskee (for
Messalonskee Lake), and the Watson Pond Landowners Association (Kallin 2015). These
individual lake associations are members of the Belgrade Regional Conservation Alliance
(BRCA), a combined lake and land trust that protects land in the Belgrade Lakes
watershed through purchases and conservation easements (Belgrade Regional
Conservation Alliance 2015b, Kallin 2015). Together as well as individually, the six lake
associations and the lake trust sponsor programs like the BRCA youth conservation
corps, which carries out erosion and nonpoint source pollution control work throughout
the watershed, or milfoil removal programs. In addition to being members of the BRCA,
the lake associations are also members of the Maine Lakes Society (MLS) (Maine Lakes
Society 2016). Although the MLS happens to be based in Belgrade Lakes Village, in the
same building as the BRCA and the Belgrade Lakes Association (BLA), it operates
throughout the state (Kallin 2015, Maine Lakes Society 2016). Formerly known as the
Maine Congress of Lake Associations, the MLS is a membership organization comprised
of 144 lake associations, businesses and individuals (Maine Lakes Society 2016). The
organization provides lake education for children and adults alike through its Lakes
Alive! program and teaches lake friendly landscaping practices through its LakeSmart
program. The MLS also holds the annual Maine Lakes Conference to share lake science
developments and to provide networking opportunities for lake stewards and
stakeholders, and lobbies the state legislature in Augusta for lake friendly laws (Maine
Lakes Society 2016).
Another important element of Maine lake protection is the Maine Volunteer Lake
Monitoring Program (VLMP), which integrates the efforts of several tiers in the state’s
lake protection hierarchy. Formed in 1971 in response to the Clean Water Act that was
passed a few months later, the VLMP is a non-profit citizen science organization
supported through funding from the Maine Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) and the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as well as through private
donations from individuals, organizations, and businesses who recognize the value of the
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work done by VLMP volunteers (Williams and Hill 2013). More than 1,200 volunteers,
trained and certified by the VLMP and based in more than 500 watersheds throughout the
state, monitor a wide range of water quality indicators, regularly assess general watershed
health, and screen the lakes for invasive species (Maine Volunteer Lake Monitoring
Program 2016). The information gathered by VLMP volunteers, many of whom have
continuously monitored their lakes for several decades, informs essential lake
management decisions at every level of lake stewardship: from individuals to towns, lake
associations and land trusts, to the state, and even to the federal level.
Potential Solutions for Eutrophication
Organizations in the lake protection hierarchy, especially lake associations, land
trusts, and towns, often sponsor programs to increase the water quality in local lakes.
Aquatic macrophyte removal programs are especially popular because, by removing the
excess growth of invasive species fueled by increased nutrient availability, one of the
most visible symptoms of eutrophication can be eliminated. However, because aquatic
macrophyte removal is often carried out either manually (through labor-intensive handremoval programs) or chemically (through herbicide applications) it is most often used to
contain the spread of invasive species such as Variable milfoil, Myriophyllum
heterophyllum (Bailey and Calhoun 2008, Maine Department of Environmental
Protection 2013b, Matson 2015).
Food web manipulation efforts that favor predators of phytoplankton to improve
water clarity are more easily managed (Shahady et al. 1994, Jeppesen et al. 2005, Olin et
al. 2006, Halliwell and Evers 2008). These food web manipulations, also known as
biomanipulations, involve either the removal of planktivorous fish or the stocking of
piscivorous fish, with the goal of reducing the feeding pressure on herbivorous
zooplankton populations, allowing their populations to increase. This increase in
zooplankton populations increases the feeding pressure on phytoplankton, hopefully
resulting in an increase in water clarity (Halliwell and Evers 2008). Food web
manipulations have been effective in Maine lakes (Halliwell and Evers 2008) as well as
in lakes and reservoirs in other regions (Shahady et al. 1994, Jeppesen et al. 2005, Olin et
al. 2006).
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Other strategies focus on the chemical inactivation of nutrients present in the
water, especially phosphorus (Welch and Cooke 1999). Such efforts can involve the
addition of aluminum sulfate, a substance that binds with phosphorus in the lake
sediment, preventing it from being released during events of hypolimnetic anoxia
(eutrophication-induced lack of oxygen in the deeper parts of a lake). Alum application,
as the process is commonly called, has been shown to be able to immobilize phosphorus
for a period of more than ten years (Welch and Cooke 1999) in many different lake
environments (Kennedy and Cooke 1982, Steinman et al. 2004, Reitzel et al. 2005), and
is currently being evaluated as a possible treatment for algal bloom-plagued East Pond of
the Belgrade Lakes (Maggie Shannon, pers. comm.). However, because alum, if dosed
incorrectly, can lead to pH changes, which can severely harm fish and plankton
communities (Schumaker et al. 1993, Tanada et al. 2003), it remains a controversial and
expensive response to eutrophication.
Hypolimnetic oxygenation, the injection of oxygen into the deep part of a lake to
satisfy the biological oxygen demand of flora, fauna, and sediment and to prevent the
release of phosphorus caused by anoxic conditions, is a less controversial option that has
been widely used and shown to be effective in alleviating the signs of eutrophication
(Beutel and Horne 1999, Müller and Stadelmann 2004, Gantzer et al. 2009, Liboriussen
et al. 2009).
LakeSmart
If used correctly, aquatic macrophyte removal, biomanipulation, alum application
or hypolimnetic oxygenation can be effective in combatting the aesthetic symptoms of
eutrophication. They do not, however, address the problem of nutrient loading and thus
the ultimate cause of eutrophication. Laws such as the Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Act
do address this problem, but more can always be done to reduce the stress nutrient runoff
exerts on Maine’s lakes. One such additional initiative is the Maine Lakes Society
(MLS)’s flagship program, LakeSmart (Maine Lakes Society 2015). LakeSmart is a
largely volunteer-run lake protection program targeted towards lakeshore residents, the
last line of defense against nutrient runoff into the lakes (Jennings et al. 2003). From
humble beginnings as a Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) pilot
program in 2003 (Welch and Smith 2008), the program has grown to be “one of the most
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Table 1. Selected Best Management Practices promoted by the LakeSmart Program
to mitigate erosion and nutrient runoff into lakes.
Best Management Practice
Driveway and Parking Areas
Rubber Razors1

Description
Rubber blade that intercepts water and
diverts it off gravel driveways and
camproads into stable vegetated areas
Extension to a roadside ditch that diverts
water into adjacent vegetated areas
Fortified narrow gaps in the road that
collect water and divert it into nearby
vegetation

Turnouts1
Open-Top Culverts12
Structures and Septic System
Permitting1

Comply with laws and ordinances
regulating activities in proximity of
waterways
Landscaped areas designed to capture
rainwater from impermeable surfaces
and allow it to infiltrate
Barrel placed beneath the downspout of
gutters to capture and store water
running off the roof
Gravel-filled pit beneath a gutter
downspout to capture and infiltrate water
running off the roof
Gravel-filled trench along foundation to
capture and infiltrate water running off
the roof
Every three years in considered ideal to
prevent overflowing and leakage
Roots can destroy the leach field pipes
and create leaks

Rain Gardens1

Rain Barrels1

Drywells2

Dripline Trenches1 2

Septic System Pumped Regularly3
Leach Field Free of Woody Vegetation4
Yard, Recreation Area, and Footpaths
Minimize Lawn Area4

Large lawns allow for uncontrolled
runoff
Log or piece of timber that intercepts
water travelling down a footpath and
directs it into stable vegetated areas

Waterbars1

Portland Water District and Maine Department of Environmental Protection 2006
Portland Water District 2015a
3
Maine Lakes Society 2015
4
Portland Water District 2015b
11
2
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Table 1 Continued.
Best Management Practice
Pervious Pathways

Description

2

Path made up of mulch, gravel, or grass
pavers that allow water to infiltrate
Steps filled with gravel to slow water
flow and allow for infiltration in steep
sections of a path
Meandering paths direct water into
nearby vegetation instead of allowing
gullies to form
Heavy types of mulch that lock in place
and protect the underlying bare soil
Gravel-filled trench to collect and
infiltrate runoff
Apply fertilizer sparingly and only after
testing the soil for nutrient levels
Pesticides and herbicides get washed
into waterways, where they can seriously
harm aquatic flora and fauna
Leaving lawn clippings and leaves builds
up a layer of duff that slows water flow
and limits runoff
Native species are best adapted to
Maine’s climate and can prevent erosion
and runoff
Pet waste contains nitrogen as well as
bacteria and parasites that can
contaminate waterways and infect
humans

Infiltration Steps1 2

Meandering Paths and Walkways1

Erosion Control Mix1 2 or Superhumus2
Infiltration Trenches1
Limit/Eliminate Use of Fertilizer5
Limit/Eliminate Use of
Pesticides/Herbicides3
Leave Lawn Clippings1 2 4

Plant Native Species4

Collect Pet Waste3

Buffer and Water Access
Multi-level Vegetative Buffers1

Vegetation along shoreline at least ten
feet deep, containing duff layer, ground
cover, understory, shrub, and trees
Heavy, irregular-shaped rocks placed
along the shoreline to stabilize it
Planting cuttings of fast-growing native
species such as dogwood or willow on
bare shoreline slopes to stabilize the soil

Shoreline Riprap1 2
Live Staking1

5

Cumberland County SWCD and Portland Water District 2015a
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effective lake protection programs available today” (Maine Lakes Society 2015).
Through the distribution of informational material, educational efforts and mentorship, as
well as an award plaque in recognition for stewardship efforts, LakeSmart encourages
residents to implement best management practices (BMPs) (Table 1) that limit erosion
and reduce nutrient runoff from shoreline properties, mitigating their impact on the lake
(Maine Lakes Society 2015).
Property owners who wish to be considered for the LakeSmart award, which identifies
them as friends of the lake, contact the LakeSmart coordinator of their lake association to
schedule a review of their property. After an initial screening to determine whether the
property has the potential to satisfy the LakeSmart standards, the property is judged by a
trained LakeSmart evaluator on its use of BMPs in four areas: (1) the driveway and
parking area, (2) structures and septic system, (3) yard, recreation areas and footpaths,
and (4) buffer and water access (Table 1).
In the program design of LakeSmart, the property evaluation was divided into
these four sections to emphasize the potential for nutrient runoff from each of these
sources, and therefore their importance to runoff mitigation efforts through the
implementation of best management practices (Table 1). Unless they are properly
designed and maintained, driveways and parking areas are prone to erosion during rain
events, causing P-rich soil to be washed into the lake (Portland Water District and Maine
Department of Environmental Protection 2006, Maine Lakes Society 2015). Similarly,
roof-runoff from buildings can cause erosion unless it is captured and allowed to infiltrate
into the ground (Portland Water District and Maine Department of Environmental
Protection 2006, Maine Lakes Society 2015). Septic systems, especially ones that are
more than twenty years old, can leak nutrients into the groundwater, which carries them
into the lake (Maine Lakes Society 2015). The yard, especially the lawn, is often treated
with fertilizers, pesticides, or herbicides, which can be swept into the lake during rain
events (Cumberland County Soil & Water Conservation District and Portland Water
District 2015) and footpaths leading to the shoreline can channel nutrient runoff into the
lake unless they are designed to direct the water into infiltration areas (Portland Water
District 2015a). Finally, vegetated buffers slow the flow of water across the property,
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particularly in the riparian area, and allow it to infiltrate before it reaches the lake, while
also capturing eroded soil (Maine Lakes Society 2015).
Only residents whose properties score well in all four of these runoff mitigation
categories during the LakeSmart evaluation receive the distinctive blue-and-white award
sign. Those that score well in at least one but not all four sections receive a
commendation recognizing their effort, and are encouraged to keep improving their
properties (Maine Lakes Society 2015). By educating residents about best management
practices and making the ‘LakeSmart style’ of landscaping the new norm for Maine
lakeshore properties, the Maine Lakes Society hopes to save the lakes from dying a
‘death by a thousand cuts’ through nutrient runoff from countless poorly-buffered
properties (Maine Lakes Society 2015).
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III. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW – THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAKESMART
The Early Years: LakeSmart at the Department of Environmental Protection
Like any other successful resource
protection program, LakeSmart started as an
idea. Worried about the increase in development
around the Maine lakes and the related water
quality problems, the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) began
designing a new lake protection program in
2001. DEP staff members, notably among them
Aquatic Biologist Barbara Welch and Lakes
Education Coordinator Christine Smith, met
with leaders in the lake protection community
from around the state to gauge the need for and
potential success of a program that would, once
fully implemented, help mitigate the runoff
from shoreline properties by making lake-

Figure 1. LakeSmart Award Sign

friendly landscaping practices the norm (Welch
and Smith 2008).
This paradigm shift was to be accomplished by encouraging the use of
landscaping best management practices (BMPs) through education efforts combined with
incentives, recognition, and social pressure (Welch and Smith 2008). After two years of
fine-tuning, the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) had developed
LakeSmart, a comprehensive program that would offer workshops to train lakeshore
residents in best practices, conduct property visits to evaluate current runoff management
strategies and recommend steps for further improvement, and issue an award sign for
exemplary land management that could be displayed on the property. To avoid the
impression of an “undercover” code enforcement program, trained Soil & Water
Conservation District (a special-purpose district formed in the 1930s in response to dustbowl era soil loss, and more recently focused on preventing nutrient runoff into
waterways - Maine Association of Conservation Districts 2016) staff would carry out the
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site visits rather than DEP staff. To maximize both the positive effect on the lake and
stakeholder participation, the DEP decided to promote a variety of BMPs, including some
with a large potential impact on the lake, no matter how difficult they might be to achieve
(e.g., reducing lawn area, improving buffers, replacing leaking septic systems), and some
quick fixes (e.g., reducing/eliminating fertilizer use, regularly pumping septic systems,
erosion prevention measures) that showed that lake protection did not have to be difficult
or expensive (Table 1).
After designing and field-testing an evaluation tool (see Appendix B for latest
version), the DEP selected four distinct categories in which the implementation of BMPs
would be evaluated: (1) driveway and parking areas, (2) structures and septic system, (3)
lawn, recreation areas, and footpaths, and (4) buffer and water access. A shoreline
property was required to score highly in all four categories to receive the distinctive blueand-white LakeSmart award sign (Figure 1). The owners of those properties that scored
well in at least one category, but not all four, were sent a commendation certificate along
with recommendations for runoff management improvements and were encouraged to
apply for the LakeSmart award again in the future.
A Sound Footing: Concepts behind LakeSmart
The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) designed its LakeSmart
program using social marketing principles, based in part on the McKenzie-Mohr (2006)
book Fostering Sustainable Behavior: An Introduction to Community-based Social
Marketing.
McKenzie-Mohr (2006) introduces the concept of community-based social
marketing as a strategy to encourage and maintain sustainable behavior. Social
psychology research indicates that behavior change can be promoted most effectively at
the community level and through direct inter-personal contact. For this reason, programs
that rely heavily or solely on media advertising can be quite effective in raising
awareness for social, environmental or health issues, but rarely bring about actual
changes in behavior (McKenzie-Mohr 2006). Programs that make use of traditional
marketing tools and view the promoted behavior as a product to be sold can be equally
ineffective. Because encouraging people to adopt a new behavior is much more complex
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than simply altering their preferences for one product over another, it cannot be
accomplished using the same tools (McKenzie-Mohr 2006).
An effective community-based social marketing program must be developed in
several steps (McKenzie-Mohr 2006). First, barriers to engaging in the promoted
behavior, as well as benefits resulting from the behavior change, must be uncovered
empirically. While most program designers have a sense of these barriers and benefits,
empirical research can uncover barriers that were previously unknown as well as correct
misconceptions (McKenzie-Mohr 2006).
After identifying lakeshore residents as their target audience, as opposed to
municipal code enforcement officers, lawn care companies, or building contractors, the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) staff members used data from the
existing 2000 Maine Lake Users Survey (a statewide quantitative phone survey) to
characterize their audience as “concerned but lacking knowledge on cause and effect,
looking for easy fixes, [and] retired” (Welch and Smith 2008). Using this information,
and keeping in mind the goal of reducing nutrient runoff from shoreline properties, the
DEP created the LakeSmart program with its focus on changing landscaping, yard care,
and property maintenance practices to benefit lake health (Welch and Smith 2008).
By creating a resource protection program that offered educational workshops,
site visits, and an attractive award sign to be displayed as recognition for positive actions,
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) incorporated several of the tools
proposed by McKenzie-Mohr (2006). The workshops, which served a dual function of
spreading knowledge about lake-friendly practices as well as soliciting participants for
the LakeSmart program, are an example of the commitment tool described by McKenzieMohr (2006). According to McKenzie-Mohr (2006), getting your target audience to
commit to a small favor (e.g., participation in a workshop) often makes it easier to get
them to agree to a larger favor later (e.g., changing their landscaping practices to comply
with LakeSmart criteria). The incorporation of easy-to-implement best management
practices (BMPs) along with ones requiring more extensive changes is another example
of the commitment tool (McKenzie-Mohr 2006). The LakeSmart award signs, posted on
both the road- and the lake-side of LakeSmart properties, embody several social
marketing tools at once. They serve as prompts to remind LakeSmart awardees to engage
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in the sustainable behaviors for which the sign was awarded (McKenzie-Mohr 2006). The
award signs also increase the visibility of the program to neighbors and visitors and help
establish LakeSmart practices as the apparent norm in the community, exerting social
pressure on neighbors to become a part of the program (McKenzie-Mohr 2006). The
signs, and the concern for the lake they represent, may serve as incentives to participate
in the program. Lastly, the site visits by trained Soil & Water Conservation District
evaluators increase convenience for the participating property owners because they take
place at their homes and are arranged to accommodate their schedules (McKenzie-Mohr
2006).
The only tool proposed in McKenzie-Mohr (2006) that was perhaps addressed
incompletely in the LakeSmart program design is the communication tool. While it seems
that the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) presented information tailored to
both the issue and the audience, as suggested by McKenzie-Mohr (2006), it did so in long
six-hour workshops, which were likely to draw a limited audience that already cared
about the lakes more than the typical shoreline resident (Welch and Smith 2008). It also
appears that while the DEP cooperated with lake associations to spread the LakeSmart
message, it could have more fully engaged with local lake protection leaders to seek their
endorsement of the program and allow them to serve as local catalysts of change (Welch
and Smith 2008).
Gathering Momentum: Moving Past the Pilot Phase
In the summer of 2003, the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) began
to offer educational workshops on best management practices (BMPs) for shoreline
LakeSmart property landscaping and maintenance and to carry out property evaluations.
After a pilot phase of two years (during which the program was operational, but the
message and evaluation process were still being adjusted), LakeSmart had spread to 32
different lakes in half of Maine’s 16 counties (see Appendix A). These lakes were located
primarily in the southern and eastern parts of the state (Welch and Smith 2008). In 2005,
after the pilot phase had ended, the DEP decided to evaluate the effectiveness of its new
program using phone and mail surveys, interviews, and focus groups (Welch and Smith
2008). Consistent with the theories of McKenzie-Mohr (2006), who suggested that
information-based campaigns succeed at raising awareness, but not adoption of
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conservation behaviors, the LakeSmart workshops were found to be relatively ineffective
tools for moving residents to action. Although 72% of the workshop attendees could
describe something they had learned at the workshop up to a year later, no direct link
between workshop attendance and implementation of best management practices (BMPs)
was found (Welch and Smith 2008). For this reason, the DEP decided to shorten the
workshop from six to two hours, and to transform it from a dry classroom experience into
an active “Walk ’n Talk” session (Welch and Smith 2008). This new format consisted of
a tour of two properties to familiarize attendees with the LakeSmart evaluation process
and the appearance and function of BMPs (Welch and Smith 2008).
The assessment carried out by the Department of Environmental Protection also
revealed the importance of so-called “sparkplugs”, local residents who, through their
enthusiasm for lake protection, were able to spur their communities into action (Welch
and Smith 2008). These “sparkplugs” are examples of a key element of McKenzie-Mohr
(2006)’s communication tool: using a credible source to disseminate your information. In
the minor adjustments to the LakeSmart program that resulted from the post-pilot
assessment, the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) emphasized the role of
these “sparkplugs” as local catalysts for the program (Welch and Smith 2008). The DEP
also decided to place greater emphasis on changing resident behavior through
establishing lake-friendly practices as a new norm by adopting the 15% rule proposed by
Everett M. Rogers in his 1983 book Diffusion of Innovations (Rogers 1983). After
studying the adoption of new behaviors in various eras and locations, Rogers (1983)
observed that once 15% of a community has visibly adopted a new behavior, this
behavior tends to become the norm. The DEP incorporated this concept into the
LakeSmart program by shifting the focus on big lakes from lake associations to
individual road associations, where this participation threshold could be overcome more
quickly. Because LakeSmart-certified properties would be concentrated in a smaller area
(the road served by a participating road association), the visibility of the program to
residents and visitors of that area would be increased. According to Welch and Smith
(2008), at least one (unspecified) lake overcame this threshold prior to 2008.
After the pilot phase, as a direct result of the program assessment, new lake
associations wishing to join the LakeSmart program had to fulfill certain criteria to
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ensure that Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) time and money would not be
spent on lakes that were not actively promoting LakeSmart. Only active lake associations
with a high membership among shoreline residents were considered as LakeSmart
candidates. These lake associations were asked to make a three-year commitment to the
LakeSmart program, during which they agreed to actively promote the program and
pursue the goal of reaching 15% LakeSmart certification among shoreline properties. A
local leader to act as a “sparkplug”, as well as a non-DEP person to handle scheduling of
property evaluations for the lake also became requirements (Welch and Smith 2008).
The End of LakeSmart at the Department of Environmental Protection
On January 5, 2011, as the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) was
preparing for its ninth LakeSmart season, Paul LePage was elected Governor of Maine.
In keeping with the new governor’s “open for business” attitude (The Associated Press
2011), the LePage administration quickly began dismantling state environmental
regulations and programs considered anti-business. These actions included preventing the
construction of an offshore wind park that would have made Maine the national leader in
offshore wind energy, vetoing a bill that would have funded climate change research in
Maine (Cutler 2013), proposing to open three million acres of the North Woods to
development (Kaufman 2011), and proposing to relax anti-smog protections (Grant
2013). Lake protection efforts suffered as well. Governor LePage vetoed a bill that would
have prohibited fertilizer use within 25 feet of lake shores (Ohm 2014, Scardina 2014)
and enacted sweeping changes within the DEP (Natural Resources Council of Maine
2013). Within two years of LePage taking office in early 2011, the DEP’s lake protection
staff had been reduced from the equivalent of 6.5 full-time positions to the equivalent of
2.5 full-time positions, 80% of documents previously available on the DEP website were
removed in a website redesign, and lake education efforts were all but eliminated
(Natural Resources Council of Maine 2013). Other impacts included the removal of the
DEP logo from a report showing the effectiveness of Maine’s Shoreland Zoning Act (38
MRSA §435-449), the removal from the DEP website of an award-winning marketing
video showing the danger of lawn chemicals, and the failure to enforce a 2007 law (38
MRSA §419) requiring stores selling phosphorus-based fertilizer to post signs informing
customers about the dangers of nutrient pollution to lake health (Natural Resources
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Council of Maine 2013). Furthermore, DEP scientists were discouraged from attending
professional conferences and meetings, and a new policy requiring prior approval from
the DEP leadership for all staff presentations and speeches given to citizen groups was
instituted (Natural Resources Council of Maine 2013).
One of the programs caught up in the sweeping funding cuts and staff reductions
within the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) was LakeSmart. After a record
season with 89 awards granted in 2011, the program was abruptly terminated (Figure 2).
A New Dawn: LakeSmart at the Maine Lakes Society
After a season of inactivity in 2012, the management of the LakeSmart program
was transferred from the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to the Maine
Lakes Society (MLS), then operating under the name Maine Congress of Lake
Associations (Maine COLA). Maggie Shannon, the executive director of Maine COLA at
the time, had taken an interest in the LakeSmart program several years earlier after being
approached by lakeshore residents who wanted to participate in LakeSmart and
mistakenly believed it to be a Maine COLA initiative (Shannon, pers. comm.). Shannon
began promoting the program among the lake associations she worked with in her
position at Maine COLA because, as a former lake association president, she knew that it
could be very frustrating to try to protect the lakes without the right tools. Believing that
LakeSmart, with its focus on preventing nutrient runoff through education and the use of
best management practices (BMPs), could be such a tool, Shannon referred both lake
associations and individuals to the DEP, but was disheartened to see some of them turned
away.
After determining that the main reason the Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) was turning people away was the lack of flexibility in scheduling and
funding that resulted from employing Soil & Water Conservation District (S&WCD)
staff as LakeSmart evaluators, Shannon began talking with the DEP about training
volunteers to conduct pre-evaluation “screenings” of applicant’s properties (Shannon,
pers. comm.). Using the same criteria as the S&WCD evaluators, the volunteer screeners
would determine whether a property had the potential to receive the LakeSmart. This
enabled the DEP to direct the S&WCD evaluators to properties with a high likelihood of
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receiving the award, greatly streamlining the process. From 2008 to 2011, Maine COLA
and the DEP co-trained volunteers for a pilot program running in two watersheds,
including the Belgrade Lakes region, where Shannon’s organization is headquartered.
After seeing that the volunteer screeners were able to operate much more flexibly and
cheaply than the Soil & Water Conservation district evaluators, as well as reach more
lakeshore residents in the two pilot watersheds, Shannon was excited about expanding
Maine COLA’s relationship with the DEP.
In early 2011, while Shannon was making plans for further collaboration with the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), the LePage administration defunded
LakeSmart, along with all other conservation programs not specifically authorized by law
(Natural Resources Council of Maine 2013). Maine COLA, then in the process of
changing its name to Maine Lakes Society (MLS), volunteered to assume the
management of the lake protection program. However, because DEP staff members were
discouraged from communicating with citizens and lake associations (a policy sometimes
referred to as a gag order - Natural Resource Council of Maine 2013), little information
apart from publicly available promotional material and a basic database of past
participants was transferred to the MLS (Shannon, pers. comm.).
Once LakeSmart had officially been transferred to its new home at the Maine
Lakes Society (MLS), Shannon began to transform and reinvigorate the program.
Building on her positive experience with volunteer evaluators during the DEP-Maine
COLA pilot project, Shannon expanded her volunteer network to incorporate all 14 lakes
still actively pursuing LakeSmart after its season of inactivity in 2012 (Figure 3).
In the three full years that the Maine Lakes Society (MLS) has managed
LakeSmart (2013–2015), Shannon has aggressively expanded the program, both in terms
of awards granted each year, from 52 to 117 (Figure 2), and in the number of
participating lakes, from 14 to 39 (Figure 3), while actively reforming the way the
program is run. These changes included relying more heavily on the lake associations to
administer the LakeSmart program than the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) had (e.g., for distribution of information, scheduling, volunteers, and data
collection). Because of its function as an umbrella organization for lake associations in
Maine, Shannon believes that the MLS has an intimate understanding of how lake
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associations function, and how effective (or ineffective) they can be at distributing
information and spurring their members into action (Shannon, pers. comm.). According
to Shannon, the MLS now functions as a sort of service provider for LakeSmart, helping
the lake associations of participating lakes implement the program by providing
promotional material and training workshops for local screeners, but leaving the
micromanagement of scheduling screenings and evaluations to the individual lake
associations.
As a result of the successful DEP-Maine COLA pilot project, the Maine Lakes
Society (MLS) relies heavily on volunteer screeners to administer the LakeSmart
program throughout the state (Shannon, pers. comm.). Unlike the evaluators, a group of
ten individuals that includes paid employees of lake or watershed associations as well as
some trained volunteers, all 67 screeners are volunteers (Beck, pers. comm.). Screeners
serve to shelter the evaluators from properties that have no chance of achieving
LakeSmart status by carrying out a preliminary screening using the same evaluation tool
as the evaluators. The more experienced evaluators subsequently assess those properties
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Figure 2. The number of LakeSmart Awards by year from 2003 until 2015 under
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and Maine Lakes Society (MLS)
leadership. The program was inactive during the change in leadership in 2012.
Data from the Maine Lakes Society.
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that passed the initial screening and make a decision on whether the property fulfills the
criteria for the LakeSmart award. Both screeners and evaluators educate the property
owners about best management practices and make recommendations for improving the
property’s runoff mitigation. In addition, they serve as the “sparkplugs” (whose
importance was initially recognized by the DEP) who spread enthusiasm about lake
protection in their communities.
The training for LakeSmart screeners and evaluators now consists of two parts. The first
part is an all-day introduction to lake science, the LakeSmart program, best management
practices, available resources, and two or three site visits to practice using the evaluation
tool. The second part of the training is a half-day follow up where screeners- or
evaluators-in-training conduct real site evaluations supervised by Shannon. Shannon
believes that this revised training procedure has led to greater scientific knowledge and
more consistent evaluations (Shannon, pers. comm.)
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Figure 3. The number of Lakes active in the LakeSmart program in the years
2003 to 2015 under Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and Maine
Lakes Society (MLS) leadership. A lake is defined as “active” if at least one
shoreline property received an award in a given year. Lakes where properties only
received commendations (certificates of recognition) but no full awards were not
considered “active” for the purpose of this figure. Data obtained from the Maine
Lakes Society.
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The Future of LakeSmart
Even though Shannon is satisfied with the state of the LakeSmart program in
general, she plans to institute several changes in future seasons. Due to the accelerating
growth rate of the program (Figures 2 and 3), Shannon, who stepped down from her
position as Maine Lakes Society (MLS) executive director in June 2015 to devote all of
her energy to LakeSmart, spends most of her time on the road, be it for training,
supervising new volunteers, or working with lake associations to bring LakeSmart to
more lakes. To ease her workload and to allow her to focus on the big picture, Shannon
hopes to turn some of her most experienced evaluators into paid local LakeSmart
representatives. Instead of offering LakeSmart training workshops on an as-needed basis
for small groups, Shannon plans to offer one full-day training workshop in Central,
Southern, and Northern Maine starting in the 2016 season (Shannon, pers. comm.).
Along with this more streamlined training program, Shannon is setting goals to
channel LakeSmart’s future expansion in ways that most benefit lake health. By the year
2020, she hopes to have a robust LakeSmart presence on all 172 Maine lakes that are
classified as “impaired” or “threatened” on the Department of Environmental Protection’s
Nonpoint Source Priority Watersheds List (Maine Department of Environmental
Protection 2016). This ambitious goal might be achievable because there is at least one
LakeSmart award on 53 (9 impaired and 44 threatened) of these lakes already (Shannon,
pers. comm., Maine Department of Environmental Protection 2016). Since the program
has been spreading to new lakes at an accelerating pace, it may well be possible to build a
LakeSmart presence, if not necessarily a large one, on the other 119 lakes in the next four
years. Shannon also hopes to re-emphasize the importance of the 15% threshold from
social diffusion theory to help change the norm for landscaping practices on all
participating lakes (Rogers 1983). Shannon believes that only three lakes have managed
to clear this hurdle to date, leaving ample room for expansion on other lakes in the
program. However, no consistent effort has been made to collect data on the number of
LakeSmart properties relative to the total number of shoreline properties on most
participating lakes, making it difficult to judge when the 15% threshold is crossed and
LakeSmart landscaping has the potential to become the new norm.
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By making lake-friendly landscaping practices the accepted norm, Shannon hopes
that the LakeSmart program will expand beyond the “low-hanging fruit” of properties
that only need small improvements to comply with LakeSmart to reach those properties
with substantial runoff problems and a disproportionate impact on lake health (Shannon,
pers. comm.). The experiences of Melvin Croft, LakeSmart evaluator for the East Pond
Association, suggest that reaching past these “low-hanging fruit” is important. On East
Pond, where the program started in 2009 and where 26 shoreline properties have received
the LakeSmart award, not a single property owner applied for LakeSmart certification in
the 2015 season, suggesting to Croft that a threshold of harder-to-reach properties has
been reached (Croft, pers. comm.)
To cross this threshold, Shannon plans to improve the follow-up with
homeowners to turn the program from a one-off interaction into a mentoring relationship.
Currently, lakeshore residents receive the result of their property evaluation in a report
praising the best management practices already
employed and recommending others to address
specific problem areas, along with information on
the appropriate mitigation strategies. In the future,
Shannon would like to include a follow-up visit or
conversation with property owners, regardless of
whether they received the award or not. From this
follow-up, Shannon hopes to determine whether
the program has made a lasting impression on the
property owner, and whether changes in behavior
and runoff management have been made, for the
worse or the better, in the time that has passed
since the initial evaluation. Several LakeSmart
stakeholders expressed similar ideas (Beck, pers.
comm., Matson, pers. comm.).
Once LakeSmart expands its footprint in

Figure 4. Vermont’s Lake Wise
Award

Maine, Shannon hopes to eventually turn it into a national program, with a presence in all
states that have a significant number of lakes. Several LakeSmart evaluators believe that
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this can be accomplished through slow but steady growth (D. Gay, pers. comm., S. Gay,
pers. comm.). Garrison Beck, a paid LakeSmart evaluator and employee of the
Damariscotta Lake Watershed Association, believes that for the program to be expanded
successfully, there needs to be more centralized control at the Maine Lakes Society to
standardize evaluation procedures and the training of volunteers (Beck, pers. comm.),
something that Shannon is actively trying to avoid by planning to train local LakeSmart
representatives. However, these two goals are not as mutually exclusive as they might
seem. It may be possible for the Maine Lakes Society to centrally dictate training and
evaluation procedures, and the portrayal of LakeSmart to potential participants, while
outsourcing the day-to-day management of the program to regional representatives.
However the expansion of the LakeSmart program is accomplished, Shannon
believes that it is a good sign that the design of the LakeSmart program design has
already been copied several times, including by the creatively named Lake Wise program
in Vermont operated by the Watershed Management Division of the Vermont
Department of Environmental Conservation (2016). Shannon believes that in this case,
imitation really is the sincerest form of flattery.
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IV. MOTIVATION FOR CONSERVATION
Factors Influencing Conservation Participation
When examining the effectiveness of a specific resource protection program such
as LakeSmart at mobilizing people for its cause, it is important to first examine what
motivates people to participate in such programs in general. While little research appears
to have been carried out on participation in lake protection programs specifically, factors
affecting participation in conservation efforts more generally have been examined widely
(Fransson and Gärling 1999, Story and Forsyth 2008, Welsch and Kühling 2009,
Kreutzwiser et al. 2011, Davies et al. 2012, Dolnicar et al. 2012, Dai et al. 2015, Harvey
et al. 2015).
Conservation efforts can range from recycling in a Chinese apartment block (Dai
et al. 2015), bird feeding in British gardens (Davies et al. 2012), and water conservation
in Australian homes (Dolnicar et al. 2012) to participation in Burmese python hunts in
Florida (Harvey et al. 2015). Many studies of citizen participation in conservation efforts
focus on demographic characteristics, such as age, income, gender, and education level.
Older age is frequently found to be associated with increased participation in
conservation efforts (Davies et al. 2012, Harvey et al. 2015), as is female gender (Harvey
et al. 2015). Households comprising more than one individual have also been found to be
more likely to participate in such activities (Welsch and Kühling 2009, Davies et al.
2012), as have households with a higher annual income (Davies et al. 2012).
Pro-environmental attitudes have been identified as drivers of conservation
behavior (Dolnicar et al. 2012), as has awareness of the environmental problem (Fransson
and Gärling 1999, Story and Forsyth 2008, Kreutzwiser et al. 2011). However, awareness
of the problem alone is often not sufficient to spur people into action (McKenzie-Mohr
2006). Instead, environmental awareness must be accompanied by an understanding of
cause and effect (Fransson and Gärling 1999, Kreutzwiser et al. 2011), a sense of the
gravity of the problem (Story and Forsyth 2008, Harvey et al. 2015) and knowledge of
how to perform the appropriate stewardship behavior (Kreutzwiser et al. 2011). Studies
have further identified people who actively seek information about an environmental
issue (Dolnicar et al. 2012) and those who have personally experienced negative
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consequences from the issue (Welsch and Kühling 2009, Dolnicar et al. 2012, Harvey et
al. 2015) as more likely to be actively involved in mitigation efforts. Similarly, a
perceived personal health threat may have positive impacts on such involvement
(Fransson and Gärling 1999). Active involvement, however, may temper the level of
concern about the problem through constant exposure (Harvey et al. 2015). Furthermore,
participation in conservation efforts has been found to be associated with a sense of
personal responsibility for the issue, and the guilty conscience that goes along with this
perceived responsibility (Fransson and Gärling 1999, Story and Forsyth 2008, Rees et al.
2015).
People have been found to be significantly more likely to adopt conservation
practices if their neighbors, friends and relatives have done so (Welsch and Kühling
2009). This imitation of reference persons is strongest when the behavior in question is
highly visible, such as installing solar panels on a roof (Welsch and Kühling 2009). This
observation is consistent with the community-based social marketing principles
introduced by McKenzie-Mohr (2006), who suggested that establishing a conservation
behavior as the apparent norm in a community is an important tool for increasing
adoption of the behavior.
While demographic factors, environmental knowledge, and the behavior of
reference people can be important predictors of participation in conservation efforts,
whether or not the residents of a place feel a deep connection to it (i.e. a shared sense of
place) can be even more important (Williams and Stewart 1998, Fleming and Love 2012,
Chapin and Knapp 2015). While this sense of place is often rooted in a common history
and common values, it can be fostered through community-building activities such as
community gardens, restoration projects, and place-based community celebrations
(Chapin and Knapp 2015). A strong sense of place can be an especially important
motivator for participation in conservation efforts at the local scale. However, the
possibility of extending this connection to types of places (i.e. from a specific lake to all
lakes) has been discussed (Chapin and Knapp 2015). Maggie Shannon, former executive
director of the Maine Congress of Lake Associations (now the Maine Lakes Society) and
current director of the LakeSmart program, has been quoted as saying: “ I can’t do very
much about the polar bears, but I can try to do something about this corner [of the
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world]” (Fleming and Love 2012). This view illustrates the importance of focusing on the
local scale to retain the benefits created by sense of place.
Exploring LakeSmart Participation
To assess how effective LakeSmart has been at motivating lakeshore residents to
participate in its runoff mitigation program, it makes sense to compare the characteristics
of shoreline residents who participate in LakeSmart to those who tend to participate in
conservation efforts in general as well as to those who do not participate in LakeSmart.
By identifying factors that distinguish LakeSmart participants from non-participants, and
comparing these findings to those of similar studies, the effectiveness of the LakeSmart
program can be investigated.
Methods: Shoreline Resident Surveys
To this end, I examined a survey of 150 Belgrade Lakes shoreline residents (see
Appendix C) conducted the summer of 2011, which was designed and carried out by
Sophie Sarkar, a Colby Environmental Policy major working with Professor Philip
Nyhus. Although this survey focused on the residents’ willingness to pay for improved
water clarity (or to prevent a decline in water clarity), it also included a number of
questions regarding residents’ perceptions about water quality and their participation in
different aspects of community life, coupled with demographic questions. To create a
dataset comprised solely of respondents who had not participated in the LakeSmart
program, 13 LakeSmart award recipients were identified and eliminated from the 2011
survey responses.
To compare the 137 survey respondents who had not participated in the
LakeSmart program to people who had, I designed a similar survey for Belgrade Lakes
shoreline residents who had received either a LakeSmart award or a commendation
(given when the property receives a passing score in at least one but not all four
LakeSmart evaluation categories (see Appendix B)). To facilitate the comparison
between LakeSmart participants and non-participants, this survey (see Appendix D)
contained many of the same questions regarding perceptions about water quality,
participation in community life, and demographics as Sarkar’s 2011 survey. In addition,
the survey contained several questions specifically about the experience of respondents
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with the LakeSmart program. Although LakeSmart award holders were removed from the
pool of respondents to Sarkar’s 2011 survey, the possibility that some respondents may
have participated in both surveys exists. Thus, the two samples may not be entirely
independent.
After I designed the survey questions using Qualtrics software (Qualtrics 2016,
Freeman, pers. comm.), Maggie Shannon, the LakeSmart program director, emailed
survey links to 245 LakeSmart participants in the Belgrade Lakes region. Of these 245
survey recipients, 106 were LakeSmart award holders and the other 139 had received a
commendation. In total, there are 363 LakeSmart participants (188 commendation
holders and 175 award holders) in the Belgrade Lakes region (Figures 5 and 6), but
Shannon only had the contact information for a subset of them. By using Shannon, a
known figure to all of the survey recipients, to distribute my survey, I hoped to maximize
the response rate. Over the course of the next four weeks, 95 of these LakeSmart
participants completed at least part of the online survey, a response rate of 38.8%.
Commendations
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9
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Figure 5. The number of LakeSmart Awards and commendations in the Belgrade
Lakes Region, organized by lake. Data obtained from the Maine Lakes Society and
the Belgrade Lakes Association.
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Of these 95 respondents, 76 (80.0%) completed all questions. The survey did not
distinguish between respondents who had received the LakeSmart award and those who
had received a commendation. I then compared the responses to my survey and the
responses of non-LakeSmart-participants to Sarkar’s 2011 survey using unpaired two
sample t-tests for numerical questions and Fisher’s exact tests for categorical questions.
The purpose of both statistical tests was to identify any significant differences between
the two groups (5% significance threshold).
Demographics
When the demographic information of the two populations was compared, no
statistical difference between LakeSmart participants and non-participants was found in
education level (89.3% vs. 82.6% college graduates), mean age (65.9 vs. 64.1 years old),
presence of children in the household (15.1% vs. 13.4%), length of shoreline owned (280
ft vs. 234 ft) or proportion of seasonal to year-round residents (83.2% vs. 81.8%). Among
the seasonal residents of both groups, there was no significant difference in the number of
days the respondents spent at their lake residence (79.5 vs. 73.6 days per year).
2005
2006

Salmon-McGrath Pond 2 4 3

2007
2008
East Pond

7

7 4 53

2009
2010
2011

Long Pond 3 2 5 3 6

8

11

7 5

2012
2013

Great Pond

62 7 2 7

8

14

7

13

24

2014
2015

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Figure 6. The number of LakeSmart awards per year in the Belgrade Lakes Region,
organized by lake. Similar data for the number of commendations per year was not
available. The LakeSmart program was administered by the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection until 2011 (pictured in blue), and by the Maine Lakes
Society starting in 2013 (pictured in green). The program was inactive in 2012. Data
obtained from the Maine Lakes Society and the Belgrade Lakes Association.
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LakeSmart participants were found to be significantly more likely to be male (65.8% vs.
50.8%) (Fisher’s exact, p=0.041; nLS= 73, nnLS=132), politically liberal (50.7% vs.
31.6%) (Fisher’s exact, p=0.015; nLS= 73, nnLS=114), retired (45.8% vs. 9.1%) (Fisher’s
exact, p < 0.001; nLS= 72, nnLS=132), and in a higher income category (42.4% vs. 19.1%
earning more than $200,000 per year) (Fisher’s exact; p=0.015, nLS= 66, nnLS=105) than
non-participants. In addition, LakeSmart participants on average purchased their lake
residences significantly more recently than non-participants (1993 vs. 1985) (t-test,
t=3.6687, p=0.0003; nLS= 93, nnLS=136).
These findings run contrary to findings in other studies focused on demographic
factors, which categorized participants in conservation efforts as older (Davies et al.
2012, Harvey et al. 2015) and more likely to be female (Harvey et al. 2015) than nonparticipants. This difference between my findings and literature findings could arise
because the surveys only asked for the demographic information of the respondent,
excluding the information of any spouse or other member of the household who might
have influenced the decision to participate in LakeSmart. In addition, higher income was
found to have a positive effect on LakeSmart participation, just like it does on wildlife
gardening (read: providing food for wild birds) (Davies et al. 2012).
Although no quantitative information has been gathered on how much money
LakeSmart participants tend to spend on best management practice (BMP)
implementation to meet LakeSmart criteria, anecdotal observations suggest that some
property owners spend tens of thousands of dollars (Kallin, pers. comm.). Nathan Durant,
Director of the Youth Conservation Corps at the Belgrade Regional Conservation
Alliance, has developed a “ruler” to estimate the cost of certain common BMPs (Table 2).
This information, coupled with the fact that participants tend to earn more income than
non-participants, suggests that expense might be a barrier to participation.
Pro-Environmental Attitudes
While no direct questions about respondents’ environmental beliefs and attitudes
were asked in either survey, the responses to several questions can be used as possible
indicators of pro-environmental attitudes. LakeSmart participants were found to be at
least twice as likely than non-participants to be members of environmental organizations
(38.8% vs. 17.6%) (Fisher’s exact, p=0.002; nLS= 95, nnLS=136) and volunteer lake
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monitoring groups (14.7% vs. 6.6%) (Fisher’s exact, p=0.047; nLS= 95, nnLS=136). The
LakeSmart participants were also significantly more likely to be members of their lake
associations 95.2% vs. 81.0%) (Fisher’s exact, p=0.002; nLS= 83, nnLS=137), which is to
be expected since LakeSmart efforts are coordinated and promoted by the local lake
associations (Maine Lakes Society 2015). There was, however, no difference in the
proportion of respondents rating their lake association as active, which was high in both
groups (95.2% vs. 91.2%).
The higher membership of LakeSmart participants in conservation-focused
organizations such as lake associations, volunteer lake monitoring groups, and other
environmental groups can be taken as a possible indicator of more pronounced proenvironmental attitudes in this group than in the pool of non-LakeSmart-participants.
These findings are consistent with the findings of Dolnicar et al. (2012), who studied the
adoption of water conservation behavior in Australia.
Concern about Declining Water Clarity
When Belgrade Lakes shoreline residents were asked whether they believed that
their lake was at risk of declining water clarity, 95.2% of LakeSmart participants and
86.3% of non-participants indicated that they did. At this high level of concern, there was
no significant difference between the two groups. LakeSmart participants were, however,
Table 2. “Ruler” for estimating the cost of common best management practices
developed by Nathan Durant in 2015. Estimates are based on 2014 prices. Estimate
totals include material costs, permit applications, delivery, and administrative costs.
Chart made available by Logan Parker.
Length

Infiltration Trench
(1.5’ x 1.5’)

Rip Rap

Rubber Razor

Mulch
(3’ x 0.25’)

10ft

$75.00

$173.00

$158.00

$60.00

30ft

$123.00

$294.00

$476.00

$76.00

50ft

$172.00

$428.00

$819.00

$97.00

70ft

$237.00

$558.00

$1,238.00

$117.00

100ft

$303.00

$729.05

$1,561.00

$145.00
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more likely to believe that the water clarity of their lake had declined in the past five
(66.7% vs. 15.5%) (Fisher’s exact, p < 0.001; nLS= 72, nnLS=103), ten (78.5% vs. 57.3%)
(Fisher’s exact, p=0.009; nLS= 65, nnLS=110) and 20 years (79.2% vs. 58.5) (Fisher’s
exact, p=0.027; nLS= 53, nnLS=94) than the non-participants. When asked about the water
clarity of their own lake in comparison to other Belgrade Lakes, LakeSmart participants
were more likely than non-participants to rate the clarity of their own lake as the same as
or better (91.0% vs. 73.1%) (Fisher’s exact, p=0.001; nLS= 67, nnLS=93) and less likely to
perceive the water quality as worse (9.0% vs. 26.9%). When asked to compare their lake
to other Maine lakes beyond the Belgrade Lakes watershed, roughly one third of each
group rated the water quality of their lake as worse, the same, or better, and there was no
significant difference between the groups. In comparison to lakes in the rest of the United
States, however, LakeSmart participants were significantly more likely than nonparticipants to rate the clarity of their own lake as average or better (88.9% vs. 81.2%)
(Fisher’s exact, p=0.002; nLS= 54, nnLS=69). At the same time, LakeSmart participants
were less likely than non-participants to believe that the water clarity of their lake had
caused a decrease in their property value (23.0% vs. 51.2%) (Fisher’s exact, p < 0.001;
nLS= 74, nnLS=127).
Although both groups strongly believed that their lakes were at risk of declining
water quality, LakeSmart participants were more likely to report a decrease in water
clarity from past conditions, suggesting a greater awareness of the problem of water
quality, which has been associated with higher participation in conservation efforts in
other studies (Fransson and Gärling 1999, Story and Forsyth 2008, Kreutzwiser et al.
2011). In contrast to other studies, however, LakeSmart participants did not attribute a
greater gravity to the problem, as illustrated by their unlikelihood to believe that the
water clarity of the lake had impacted their property value (Story and Forsyth 2008,
Harvey et al. 2015). The strong awareness of the risk of water quality decline in both
populations may be due to the presence of the Maine Lakes Resource Center in the
Belgrade Lakes area, whose mission is to promote conservation through education about
potential impacts on lake health (Maine Lakes Resource Center 2014).
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Community Engagement and Sense of Place
As found above, LakeSmart participants are significantly more likely than nonparticipants to be members of conservation focused groups like lake associations
(Fisher’s exact, p=0.002; nLS= 83, nnLS=137), volunteer lake monitoring groups (Fisher’s
exact, p=0.047; nLS= 95, nnLS=136) and general environmental groups (Fisher’s exact,
p=0.002; nLS= 95, nnLS=136). This trend did not extend to membership in other, nonconservation-focused groups such as hunting and fishing groups (5.3% vs. 1.5%) and
country clubs (3.2% vs. 4.4%), where there was no significant difference in membership
between the two groups. LakeSmart participants were, however, more likely than nonparticipants to be members of road associations (58.9% vs. 36.5%) (Fisher’s exact,
p=0.001; nLS= 95, nnLS=137), which, just like the higher lake association membership,
might be attributed to LakeSmart’s partnership with road associations for local efforts
(Shannon, pers. comm.). When respondents in both groups were asked how they would
rate the sense of community around their lake, LakeSmart participants were much more
likely than non-participants to rate it as strong (67.8% vs. 40.1%) (Fisher’s exact, p <
0.001; nLS= 87, nnLS=133), indicating that they felt a stronger sense of place (Williams
and Stewart 1998, Fleming and Love 2012, Chapin and Knapp 2015).
Implementation of Best Management Practices
Several questions in common to both surveys addressed the implementation of
best management practices, specifically minimizing lawn area and fertilizer use and
maintaining a well-buffered shoreline (see Appendices B and C). When comparing the
two groups of respondents, LakeSmart participants were significantly less likely to have a
lawn on their lake property (46.7% vs. 67.2%) (Fisher’s exact, p=0.005; nLS= 75,
nnLS=137), and among those respondents who did have a lawn, LakeSmart participants
reported having a significantly lower percentage of their property covered in lawn (21.9%
vs. 31.8% lawn coverage) (t-test, t= -2.2607, p=0.0276; nLS= 32, nnLS=88). There was no
significant difference between the two groups in types of fertilizer (standard, phosphorus
free, organic), and the majority of respondents in both groups used no fertilizer at all
(93.7% of LakeSmart participants and 80.0% of non-participants).
When presented with a choice between a photo of a well-buffered shoreline and
an unbuffered shoreline, 84.7% of LakeSmart participants and 73.3% of non-participants
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preferred the well-buffered shoreline. However, this difference was not significant,
suggesting that acceptance and preference of buffered shorelines is high whether
residents participate in LakeSmart or not. When asked about the state of the buffer along
the entire shoreline of their property, there was no difference in the percentage of
shoreline that the two groups described as vegetated. On average, LakeSmart participants
reported 78.5% of their entire shoreline as vegetated, and non-participants described
75.5% of their shoreline as vegetated, suggesting that the prevalence of buffers is high.
When asked just about the shoreline directly in front of their house, however, LakeSmart
participants reported a significantly higher percentage of the shoreline as vegetated than
the non-participants (71.8% vs. 60.4%) (t-test, t=2.2911, p=0.0233; nLS= 67, nnLS=133).
While these findings indicate that certain best management practices, such as
small or nonexistent lawns and effective shoreline buffers in front of the house, are more
prevalent on properties of LakeSmart participants, as might be expected, it cannot be
concluded that these best management practices were implemented as a result of
participation in the LakeSmart program. On the contrary, these best management
practices
may have already been in place and may have induced the residents to apply for the
LakeSmart award because meeting the criteria did not require much additional work.
Imitation of Reference Persons
To examine the effectiveness of the LakeSmart award sign as a community-based
social marketing tool, I asked the LakeSmart participants whether, to their knowledge,
any of their neighbors within 0.5 miles had already received a LakeSmart award when
they themselves applied for it (McKenzie-Mohr 2006, Welch and Smith 2008). Of the 77
respondents who answered this question, 53.3% (41) knew of LakeSmart awards in their
proximity, while 24.6% (19) did not and 22.1% (17) were not sure. When asked whether
the proximity of a LakeSmart awardee influenced their decision to apply for the award,
respondents, on average, indicated that the influence had been moderate (4.6 on a Likert
scale from 0 = no influence to 10 = significant influence). When asked whether they
knew of any neighbors within 0.5 miles who had received the LakeSmart award after the
respondent, 23.7% (18) of the 76 respondents who answered this question indicated yes,
17.1% (13) no, while 59.2% (45) were unsure. Again, LakeSmart participants, on
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average, believed their influence on their neighbors’ decisions to be moderate (4.9 on the
above scale).
Even though the respondents only attributed a moderate influence to the proximity of
LakeSmart awardees, the fact that a majority of respondents had been aware of the
LakeSmart award signs in the neighborhood suggests that the signs are effective at
increasing the visibility of the program and allow for the imitation of reference people, as
intended in the program design (McKenzie-Mohr 2006, Welch and Smith 2008, Welsch
and Kühling 2009). The imitation of reference persons in the immediate neighborhood
appears to lead to the formation of clusters of awards in certain areas (Figures 7 and 8).
However, a quantitative analysis of this pattern has yet to be completed.
In a similar survey, which I administered to LakeSmart screeners and evaluators
statewide (see Appendices E and F), respondents indicated that, based on their
experience, they thought that people near LakeSmart awardees were more likely to apply
for the award. In close agreement with each other, the screeners and evaluators agreed
quite strongly (6.92 and 7.00, respectively, on a Likert scale from 0 = strongly disagree to
10 = strongly agree). Although the questions posed to the screeners and evaluators
differed from the question to the LakeSmart participants in that it asked about strength of
agreement rather than strength of influence, the higher score on the Likert scale might
suggest that the screeners and evaluators perceive the imitation of reference persons more
strongly than the LakeSmart participants.
Stated Motivations for Participation
When examining the characteristics and interests of people who participate in the
LakeSmart program, it is important to consider their stated motivations. In the 2015
survey, LakeSmart participants were asked to rank their motivations for seeking the
LakeSmart award from 1 to 6, with 1 being the most important and 6 being the least
important motivation. On average, respondents ranked “desire to protect the lake” highest
(mean rank: 1.18), followed by “desire to achieve LakeSmart appearance on the
property” (mean rank: 2.89), “property already fulfilled LakeSmart criteria” (mean rank:
2.99), “prestige of the award” (mean rank: 4.08), “social pressure” (mean rank: 4.66), and
“other motivations” (mean rank: 5.20). “Other motivations” included considerations of
property value, interest in the LakeSmart program, and a desire to set a positive example
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Figure 7. Map of the Belgrade Lakes Watershed showing the locations of
LakeSmart award properties in dark blue and commendation (received when
some but not all criteria for the award are met) properties in light blue for the
years 2009 to 2015. Data from the Belgrade Lakes Association.
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Figure 8. Map of the Belgrade Lakes Watershed showing the locations of
LakeSmart award properties for the years 2009 to 2015. The more recent
awards are shown in a darker red. Data from the Belgrade Lakes Association.
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for neighbors (Table 3). When LakeSmart screeners and evaluators were asked a similar
question, they, too, identified desire to protect the lake both as their main reason for being
involved in the program and as what they thought the participants’ main motivation was.
This finding supports the impression (from higher membership in conservation-focused
groups among LakeSmart participants) that general pro-environmental attitudes have
been strong drivers of participation in the LakeSmart program and that the buffered
shoreline “aesthetic” promoted by LakeSmart is accepted and actively sought by the pool
of participants.
Summary of Findings and Their Implications
While the distinguishing factors between LakeSmart participants and nonparticipants were generally consistent with literature findings in that participants
displayed more pronounced pro-environmental attitudes and were more likely to
participate in conservation-related activities such as lake associations, volunteer lake
monitoring groups and other environmental groups, they differed from literature findings
in other ways. Because concern about declining water quality was very high in both
Table 3. Responses of LakeSmart participants to the survey question: “What
motivated you to seek LakeSmart certification for your property.” The respondents
were asked to rank 6 given motivations by order of importance. “Other”
motivations included considerations of property value, interest in the LakeSmart
program, and the desire to set a positive example for neighbors. Other N=83.
Motivation
Desire to Protect
the Lake
Property Already
Fulfilled
LakeSmart
Criteria
Other
Social Pressure
Prestige of Award
Desire to Achieve
LakeSmart
Appearance

Ranked
First

Ranked
Second

Ranked
Third

Ranked
Fourth

Ranked
Fifth

Ranked
Sixth

86.8%

10.8%

0.0%

2.4%

0.0%

0.0%

4.8%

36.1%

25.3%

24.1%

8.4%

1.2%

3.6%
2.4%
1.2%

8.4%
3.6%
2.4%

6.0%
4.8%
25.3%

2.4%
18.1%
37.4%

4.8%
56.6%
25.3%

74.7%
14.5%
8.4%

1.2%

38.6%

38.6%

15.7%

4.8%

1.2%
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groups, there was no significant difference between the two groups on this issue. This
result, along with the higher concern among non-participants about adverse effects on
property values from declining water clarity, suggests that LakeSmart is not attracting
some people who, according to other studies, should be receptive to participating in
conservation efforts such as LakeSmart (Dolnicar et al. 2012, Harvey et al. 2015). By
emphasizing the connection between nutrient runoff from shoreline properties and
declining water quality, and the resulting decline in property values even more than it
already does, LakeSmart may well be able to increase program participation in the future.
Although there was no difference in membership in non-conservation-focused
groups (apart from road associations) between the LakeSmart participants and the nonparticipants, fostering partnerships with hunting and fishing groups or country clubs
might not be worthwhile for LakeSmart, since membership in these groups was very low
for both pools of respondents. The significantly higher membership among LakeSmart
participants in road association (with whom LakeSmart already works to solicit
participants), however, illustrates that conservation-focused groups are not the only
relevant partners for LakeSmart. By partnering with other organizations such as
homeowners’ or condo associations, LakeSmart could increase participation within a
given community.
Lastly, the significantly lower perceived sense of community reported by nonparticipants suggests a potentially important tool for increasing LakeSmart participation:
fostering a strong sense of community. According to Chapin and Knapp (2015), this goal
can be achieved through community-building activities such as community gardens,
restoration projects focused on local history, and place-based community celebrations.
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V. LAKESMART CRITERIA AND SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
For a comprehensive evaluation of the LakeSmart program, it is important to not
only investigate the characteristics of the people who have or have not participated in the
program, but also to investigate specific aspects of the program. In the online survey that
I administered to 245 Belgrade Lakes Area LakeSmart participants (106 award holders
and 139 commendation recipients), I asked specific questions about the respondents’
experiences with LakeSmart as well as questions about demographic characteristics,
perceptions of water quality, and participation in different aspects of community life.
Methods: LakeSmart Inspector Surveys
In addition to the survey of LakeSmart participants, I administered similar surveys
to LakeSmart screeners and evaluators (which I will call LakeSmart inspectors when
referring to both groups). Like the survey of the LakeSmart participants, these surveys
were created in Qualtrics (Qualtrics 2016, Freeman, pers. comm.) and distributed by
Maggie Shannon, the director of the LakeSmart program, in November of 2015 (see
Appendices E and F). Within the next four weeks, four out of ten evaluators responded to
the survey (a response rate of 40.0%), and 41 out of 67 screeners responded (a response
rate of 61.2%). Since not all respondents answered all survey questions, the total number
of respondents may differ between questions and will be indicated in parentheses (i.e. n =
total sample size). Unlike the LakeSmart participants, all of whom were located in the
Belgrade Lakes Region (see Figures 5 and 6 for survey recipient locations), the
LakeSmart inspectors work throughout the state. The LakeSmart inspectors all received
exactly the same survey except for the words “evaluator”, “evaluation”, “screener”, and
“screening”, which were matched to the survey recipient’s position.
Background Information about LakeSmart Inspectors
The 41 screeners reported working on 35 different lakes, while the evaluators
worked in entire watersheds, regions or even counties. On average, the evaluator started
evaluating properties in 2010 (n=4), while the screeners, who serve to reduce the
workload of the evaluators, started screening properties on average in 2011 (n=39). In a
typical season, 14.3% of screeners assess more than ten properties, while the other 85.7%
assess a mean of 4.6 properties (n=35). Among the evaluators, one carries out more than
ten evaluations in a typical season, while two others evaluate a mean of six properties.
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When asked about their reasons for becoming a LakeSmart inspector, 87.8% of screeners
reported wanting to help protect lake health, 4.9% wanted to publicize the LakeSmart
program, and 7.3% became screeners for other reasons, including wanting to educate
others about the negative impact shoreline properties can have on lake health (n=41).
Among the four evaluators, three became involved with LakeSmart to help protect the
lakes, while one became an evaluator as part of his job responsibilities (working for a
lake association). Most screeners (90.0%) own shoreline properties, and of these, 72.2%
are LakeSmart certified (n=40). On average, the screeners’ properties received the
LakeSmart award in late 2012. Of the ten screeners whose shoreline properties are not
LakeSmart certified, two reported that necessary best management practices (BMPs)
would be too expensive, while seven cited other problems preventing certification,
including the size of the dock and objections from neighbors.. Only one of the four
evaluators who responded to my survey owns a shoreline property, and it is not
LakeSmart certified due to a reluctance to changing the property function (e.g., wanted to
keep the lawn as a play area for children) and because the deck by the water is too large
to meet LakeSmart standards.
In addition to these background questions, the LakeSmart inspectors were also
asked specific questions about their experiences with LakeSmart. These responses were
combined with LakeSmart participants’ responses to similar questions and used to
investigate two general issues: people’s experiences with the LakeSmart process and their
general opinions about the program. LakeSmart inspectors were also asked about the
training they received, and any changes they would make to the training as well as to the
program in general.
Experiences of Participants and Inspectors with the LakeSmart Process
In part of the 2015 LakeSmart participant survey (see Appendix D), shoreline
property owners were asked about their experiences while they were going through the
process that would eventually result in a LakeSmart award or commendation (a certificate
of recognition that is received when the property scores highly in at least one, but not all
four, of the LakeSmart evaluation sections. See Appendix B). Although 95 respondents
submitted the survey, not every respondent answered every question, resulting in sample
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sizes that differed among questions. All percentages reported are relative to the sample
size of the specific question.
When asked about the result of their initial LakeSmart evaluation, 40 (48.8%)
respondents indicated that they had received the LakeSmart award on their first try. Of
the 42 respondents who did not initially receive the award, 35 (83.3%) received a
commendation, while 7 (16.7%) did not score highly enough in any evaluation category
to receive either level of LakeSmart certification. While the survey did not ask
respondents whether they had made changes to their property prior to applying for the
LakeSmart award, the high percentage of properties that satisfied LakeSmart standards in
their first evaluation coupled with the prevalence of some best management practices in
the population of non-LakeSmart participants (see Chapter IV) suggests that these
properties might be the “low-hanging fruit”, properties that never had substantial nutrient
runoff problems or had problems that were easily mitigated.
The respondents who indicated receiving a commendation or no LakeSmart
certification at all as a result of their initial evaluation were asked which types of best
management practices (BMPs, see Table 1) were recommended to them in their postevaluation write-up (n=42) (Table 4). Planting a new buffer (47.6%) was the most
frequently cited recommendation, followed by controlling driveway runoff (33.3%),
letting leaf accumulate and controlling roof runoff (19.1% each), minimizing or avoiding
fertilizer use (11.9%), and decreasing lawn area (7.1%). The remaining 28.6% of
Table 4. Best management practices recommended for improving the nutrient
runoff management of a property if the initial LakeSmart evaluation did not result
in an award. Other recommendations included pumping the septic system,
installing shoreline rip rap, and decreasing the size of decks. N=42.
Best Management Practice

Percentage of Respondents

Plant a New Buffer
Control Driveway Runoff
Other Recommendations
Leave Leaf Litter on the Ground
Control Roof Runoff
Minimize/Avoid Fertilizer Use
Decrease Lawn Area
Install Rain Garden

47.6%
33.3%
28.6%
19.1%
19.1%
11.9%
7.1%
7.1%
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respondents cited other recommendations, including reducing deck size, installing rip rap,
minimizing the parking area, pumping the septic system more frequently, and making the
path to the water more curved (Table 4) (n=42). The frequency with which BMPs were
recommended to property owners suggests that problems with the buffer zone were
encountered most frequently.
This impression regarding the importance of the buffer zone is supported by
respondents’ answers to two other questions about the four LakeSmart evaluation
categories. First, all respondents were asked to rank the four evaluation categories (see
Appendix B) in order of difficulty for their property to score highly (on a scale from 1 =
most difficult to 4 = least difficult). On average, respondents cited the buffer and water
access category as most difficult (mean rank: 2.30), followed closely by the yard,
recreation area, and footpath category (mean rank: 2.35), the driveway and parking area
category (mean rank: 2.44), and finally the structures and septic system category (mean
rank: 2.92) (Table 5). Then, the respondents who had initially not achieved the full
LakeSmart award were asked which area of their property needed the most
improvements. In response, the respondents ranked the areas in the same order as above
(mean ranks: 2.11, 2.33, 2.52 and 3.03, respectively).
Taken together, the responses to these questions suggest that the buffer area is the
part of the property that is most influential in determining whether a property receives the
LakeSmart award. To test this theory, Manny Gimond (pers. comm.) developed a
multivariable regression that quantifies the impact of individual evaluation questions on
the final LakeSmart evaluation score using evaluation scores for residents of the Belgrade
Lakes Region provided by the Belgrade Lakes Association (Logan Parker, pers. comm.).
Table 5. LakeSmart participants were asked to rank the areas of their properties
corresponding to the four LakeSmart evaluation sections by order of difficulty of
receiving a high score. First = most difficult and fourth = least difficult. N=61.
Property Area
Buffer & Water Access
Yard, Recreation &
Footpaths
Structures & Septic
Driveway & Parking

Ranked
First

Ranked
Second

Ranked
Third

Ranked
Fourth

44.3%

23.0%

7.23%

23.0%

26.2%

29.5%

29.5%

14.8%

16.4%
13.1%

8.2%
39.3%

31.2%
29.5%

44.3%
18.0%
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Gimond started by including all of the questions on the evaluation form (see Appendix B)
in the regression, and subsequently removed questions until only those with the most
significant impact on the final score remained (Table 6) (Gimond, pers. comm.). The
regression analysis identified question 11 in section 3 (yard, recreation, and footpath) as
the question with the highest impact (15.0%) on the final LakeSmart evaluation score.
This question refers to path characteristics (such as limited and defined path width and
meandering shape) that help prevent runoff from travelling along the path into the lake.
Table 6. Impact of individual evaluation questions on the final score of a LakeSmart
evaluation as determined by a multivariable regression carried out by Manny
Gimond. Data obtained from the Belgrade Lakes Association.
Evaluation
Section

Question
Number

Variable Significance
Weight
Level

Question Content

Yard, Recreation
Area & Footpath

11

0.1502

p < 0.001

Path characteristics are
not conducive to runoff

Buffer & Water
Access

6

0.1350

p < 0.001

Duff layer is maintained
wherever possible

Yard, Recreation
Area & Footpath

1

0.1326

p < 0.001

Soil erosion is not
occurring on site

Buffer & Water
Access

10

0.1199

p < 0.01

Path and dock approach
do not compromise buffer
effectiveness

Yard, Recreation
Area & Footpath

5

0.1180

p < 0.001

Lawn area is minimized

Driveway &
Parking Area

1

0.0958

p < 0.01

Driveway and parking
area are defined and
minimized

Structures &
Septic System

3

0.0693

p < 0.05

No evidence of leach field
or septic system
malfunction

Buffer & Water
Access

2

0.0659

p < 0.01

Buffer contains five tiers
of vegetation

Structures &
Septic System

1

0.0659

p < 0.05

Roof runoff is infiltrated or
directed to rain barrel

Buffer & Water
Access

5

0.0474

p < 0.01

Buffer is more than ten
feet wide
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In total, one of the most influential questions was located in section 1 (driveway and
parking area), two in section 2 (structures and septic system), three in section 3 (yard,
recreation area, and footpath), and four in section 4 (buffer and water access) (see
Appendix B). The section where the most influential question was located, section 3, also
carried the most weight overall, determining 40.1% of the final score. Section 4 followed
closely, with 36.8%, while sections 2 and 1 only determined 13.5% and 9.6%,
respectively. These findings are not entirely consistent with the opinions of the
LakeSmart participants, who reversed the order of the two most important sections in
their ranking, putting section 4 first, followed closely by section 3. When LakeSmart
inspectors were asked which evaluation section has been most difficult for LakeSmart
applicants in their experience, they agreed with the LakeSmart participants, ranking
section 4 as most difficult.
In addition to questions about the different LakeSmart evaluation sections,
LakeSmart participants were also asked to identify the greatest barriers to improving their
property to meet LakeSmart standards. Out of 70 respondents, 14.3% cited a lack of time,
11.4% were reluctant to change the function of the property (e.g., by minimizing lawn
that is used for relaxation or as the children’s play area). Another 7.1% identified
improvements as too expensive, while 1.4% was reluctant to change the appearance of
the property. The remaining 65.7% of respondents cited other reasons, including age and
location of structures and the difficulty of coordinating proposed changes with multiple
owners. Others were simply waiting for the buffer they had planted to meet LakeSmart
standards to mature.
When the LakeSmart inspectors were asked a similar question, however, 51.2% of
screeners (n=41) and three out of four of evaluators identified the cost of improvements
as the main reason people struggled to attain LakeSmart standards on their properties.
Lack of time was identified as the second most important reason, with 26.8% of screeners
(n=41) and two out of four of evaluators selecting it. This disconnect between what
LakeSmart inspectors and participants identified as barriers to making recommended
runoff mitigation improvements probably stems from the fact that LakeSmart inspectors
interact not only with award or commendation recipients (like the respondents to my
survey), but also with those people whose properties do not pass the screenings or
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evaluations. Although no such information was collected during this study, it is possible
that, just like non-participants (see chapter IV), failed LakeSmart applicants are in a
lower income category, making the implementation of best management practices to
attain LakeSmart standards a more significant expense.
When LakeSmart inspectors were asked if they thought that the owners of
properties that had neither received a commendation nor an award were willing to make
the recommended improvements, both screeners and evaluators disagreed rather strongly
(7.18 and 7.25, respectively, on a Likert scale from 0 = strongly agree to 10 = strongly
disagree). Screeners (n=41) believed that owners were unwilling to make the
recommended improvements primarily due to reluctance to changing the property
function (48.8%) and appearance (46.3%), followed by cost of materials (43.9%), cost of
labor (31.7%), lack of time (29.3%), and a lack of interest (14.6%). Among the
evaluators, on the other hand, all four believed that the residents’ unwillingness to make
improvement was primarily due to the cost of labor, while three evaluators each believed
that the cost of materials and reluctance to changing the property function were important
factors. One evaluator each believed that lack of time, lack of interest, and reluctance to
changing the property appearance were important. Despite the perceived unwillingness of
failed applicants to make improvements, the screeners had rescreened on average at least
one (1.14) property (that had previously failed) that was then recommended for
evaluation, while evaluators had re-evaluated on average 3.25 properties that then
received the LakeSmart award, suggesting that some property owners very much are
motivated to implement the recommended changes to receive the LakeSmart award.
Despite all of the difficulties identified, LakeSmart participants, on average,
found the process quite easy to navigate (8.05 on a Likert scale from 0 = not easy at all to
10 = extremely easy) (n=42). This result suggests that, while some people might have
difficulty making the recommended improvements due to lack of time or money, the
LakeSmart process itself is not a deterrent from participation in the program.
When asked to identify changes they would like to see implemented in the
program, 23.2% of LakeSmart participants reported that they would like a follow-up
beyond the written recommendations for improving nutrient runoff management, 10.5%
would like to see the quality of recommendations for best management practices (BMPs)
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improve (for example by including price estimates of BMP implementation), 7.4% would
like to see improvements in the scheduling of property visits, 6.3% would like improved
informational material, and 3.2% would like shorter property visits (n=95). By
implementing these changes, LakeSmart could potentially increase the number of
property owners who implement recommended improvements and reapply for the
LakeSmart award.
LakeSmart Inspector Training
As part of the LakeSmart inspector surveys, the screeners and evaluators were
asked about the training they had received to carry out their duties. 80.5% of screeners
(n=41) and all four of the evaluators participated in a professional-led workshop
introducing them to the concepts of the LakeSmart program and their duties as
LakeSmart inspectors, 15.6% and one, respectively, participated in stakeholder-led
workshops. In addition, 80.5% of screeners and three evaluators participated in site visits
with trained screeners, 63.4% and three, respectively, read instructional material, and
61.0% and two, respectively, attended follow-up practice sessions. On average, screeners
(n=41) agreed relatively strongly that the training they received made them feel
adequately prepared to carry out their duties as screeners (3.64 on a Likert scale from 0 =
strongly agree to 10 = strongly disagree). Evaluators, on the other hand, slightly
disagreed that their training had been adequate (6.5 on the same scale).
When asked about difficulties they experienced during their first few site visits,
29.3% of screeners cited unfamiliarity with the screening process, 26.8% felt they lacked
knowledge about best management practices, 22.0% felt insecure when interacting with
property owners, and 9.8% had difficulty answering questions asked by the property
owners (n=41). Among the four evaluators, two reported unfamiliarity with the
evaluation process, and one lacked knowledge about best management practices (BMPs).
However, the evaluators reported no problems interacting with property owners or
answering their questions.
In addition, the LakeSmart inspectors were asked about ideas for improving their
training. 58.5% of screeners and three out of four evaluators cited job shadowing with
more experienced evaluators, 22.0% and two, respectively, would like more training
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workshops, 22.0% and one, respectively, would like to see more frequent follow-up
sessions, and 19.5% and two, respectively would like more scientific background
information about lake health and the purpose and function of BMPs. Additional ideas
included having screeners visit properties in pairs comprised of one experienced and one
new screener.
Inspectors’ Opinions on LakeSmart Evaluation Criteria
To evaluate the effectiveness of the LakeSmart evaluation criteria, LakeSmart
inspectors were asked several specific questions about the evaluation form (see Appendix
B). First, LakeSmart inspectors were asked whether they found the form intuitive and
easy to use. Screeners (n=41), on average, found the form relatively easy to use (7 on a
Likert scale from 0 = not easy at all to 10 = extremely easy), while the evaluators found
the form somewhat less intuitive (5.75 on the same scale). It is important to note,
however, that this mean was heavily skewed by one evaluator who selected “1”, while the
three others selected “7” or “8”. Those LakeSmart inspectors who rated the ease of use of
the form as a “6” or lower were invited to share their concerns. Among the screeners
(n=13), 17.1% found the point system confusing, 14.6% found the wording of questions
unclear or confusing, 12.2% thought that some questions require subjective assessments,
and 7.3% said that the form was too long. Other complaints targeted the version of the
evaluation form that must be completed online after site visits, and specifically that the
document is not a fillable pdf and that entered scores do not add up automatically. The
one evaluator who found the form difficult to use cited unclear wording, and subjective
assessments.
While both screeners (n=37) and evaluators (n=4) believe that the evaluation form
reinforces and rewards the use of best management practices rather well (7.70 and 7.25
on a Likert scale from 0 = not very well to 10 = extremely well), they had several
suggestions for how the form could be improved. Among the screeners (n=41), 51.2%
would like to see one or more questions clarified, specifically the questions about natural
topography. Another 14.6% would like to eliminate questions, specifically those that
seem to duplicate each other. Examples of this were two questions about minimized lawn
area and a layer of duff, where one is dependent on the other because lawn and duff are
mutually exclusive. According to the screener who submitted this response, the property
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owner is penalized twice for the same offense. 12.2% of screeners would like to give one
section more weight than the others, but did not indicate which ones. 7.3% would like to
add a question, specifically concerning roof runoff and the use of native species in
landscaping. A further 2.4% would like to add an evaluation section, and suggested
separating section 2 into a section concerning structures and a section about the septic
system, as opposed to a combination of the two. Other ideas included building more
flexibility for individual situations into the evaluation form. Among the four evaluators,
two would like to clarify a question, but did not indicate which one, while three would
eliminate questions, specifically those not directly related to runoff (e.g., about natural
topography). Additional criticism focused on section 3 (yard, recreation area, and
footpaths). Specifically, evaluators suggested eliminating questions 3f (because turf
height is highly variable and less important than turf health) and 3j (due to the need for
subjective assessments), to combine questions 3g and 3i (about duff and mulch,
respectively) and questions 3h and 4g (about natural topography) due to redundancy.
After analyzing these responses, there appears to be the potential to streamline the
evaluation process by reducing redundancies, subjectivity, and confusion in the questions
identified above. In addition to simplifying the evaluation or screening process for the
LakeSmart inspectors, these changes have the potential to make the process more
transparent and comprehensible for LakeSmart participants.
Promoting LakeSmart and Countering Misconceptions
To judge how information about LakeSmart is disseminated in the communities,
LakeSmart participants as well as inspectors were asked about ways in which they
promote the LakeSmart program in their community. 82.9% of screeners (n=41), three
out of four evaluators, and 65.3% of participants (n=95) talk to their friends and
neighbors about LakeSmart, 63.4% of screeners, three out of four evaluators, and 7.4% of
participants give presentations about LakeSmart, either in a formal or an informal setting,
14.6% of screeners, two evaluators, and 2.1% of participants lead workshops for
interested parties, and 78.0% of screeners, all four evaluators, and 10.5% of participants
distribute informational material. Other ways in which inspectors or participants promote
the program include visiting farmers markets, contributing to local newspapers and
newsletters, and working with schools. Several participants and screeners also cited their
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LakeSmart award signs as ways they promote the program, showing that they understand
the value of the LakeSmart sign as a social marketing tool (McKenzie-Mohr 2006). On
the other hand, 9.5% of LakeSmart participants said that they do not promote LakeSmart,
with several reporting that they view LakeSmart as a failure without citing specific
reasons.
Furthermore, the LakeSmart inspectors were asked to identify any misconceptions
about LakeSmart that they had encountered. Responses included fear of being reported
for zoning violations, the assumption that recommended changes would always be
expensive, and that recommended changes would be mandatory. Especially the fear about
zoning violations shows that LakeSmart may need to do more to distance itself from its
Department of Environmental Protection past and emphasize its position as a nonregulatory Maine Lakes Society program.
Recommended Changes to the Program
The findings of this study suggest several areas for improvements to the
LakeSmart program present themselves:
•

Allaying LakeSmart participants’ concern about lack of time and money for
improvements by promoting ways to save both, including but not limited to
employing Youth Conservation Corps members for best management practice
implementation and negotiating discounts with contractors and plant nurseries

•

Fostering a continued relationship with shoreline residents whose properties
initially do not meet LakeSmart standards by sending them new information about
discounts and partnerships as it becomes available and by reminding them about
the program whenever possible, albeit in a non-intrusive manner

•

Incorporating increased “job-shadowing” with experienced LakeSmart inspectors
into the training of both evaluators and screeners

•

Teaching screeners how to anticipate and correctly answer questions they may
receive when interacting with property owners, perhaps through role-play during
the training sessions

•

Incorporating follow-up training workshops after a certain period of time to
ensure consistency among the LakeSmart inspectors
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•

Reducing redundancy and confusion in the evaluation form, especially related to
questions about natural topography

•

Creating a fillable, self-summing pdf version of the evaluation form to make it
more accessible and reduce errors in score reporting

•

Continuing to emphasize the non-regulatory nature of the LakeSmart program to
assuage fears of a punishment for zoning violations.

I believe that making these changes in future years will enhance the effectiveness of
the LakeSmart program and allow it to attract more participants.
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VI. SYNTHESIS AND FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations for improvements to the LakeSmart program identified in
this report can be divided into two general categories: structural changes to the program,
in terms of the training and the evaluation procedure, and changes to how the program
presents itself to potential participants. While this report was in progress, Maggie
Shannon, the director of the LakeSmart program, has introduced several changes to the
program that will take effect in the coming evaluation seasons (Shannon, pers. comm.).
These changes will be discussed wherever they relate to recommended improvements
discovered during this report.
Recommended Structural Changes
In her conversations with me for this report, Maggie Shannon identified a
continuing relationship with shoreline residents who apply for the LakeSmart award,
whether they receive it or not, as a goal for the future of LakeSmart. Conversations with
several LakeSmart stakeholders revealed a similar desire (Beck, pers. comm., Matson,
pers. comm.).
Since our conversation in October of 2015, Shannon has instituted a new policy
that limits the life of a LakeSmart award to five years (Shannon, pers. comm.). Once the
five-year period expires, the lake association will contact the shoreline property owner
for LakeSmart recertification. The re-evaluations will start in 2017, five years after the
Maine Lakes Society took over the LakeSmart program. This guaranteed and ongoing
contact with LakeSmart mediated by the lake association will hopefully serve as an
incentive to property owners to maintain their property according to LakeSmart standards
even after receiving the award, providing long-term benefits to the lake.
While the five-year time limitation for the award will almost certainly increase the
profile of the LakeSmart program in lake communities by increasing the number of
properties that are involved in the certification process at any given time, the
recommendation of improving the continuing mentoring relationship with shoreline
residents whose properties do not initially qualify for the award remains valid. By
contacting property owners who did not receive the LakeSmart award with
recommendations for improvements and possibly informing them about discounts for
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materials and labor alongside other benefits through continued communication, it should
be possible for LakeSmart to increase the proportion of these initially-rejected properties
that eventually attain LakeSmart status.
Other recommendations for structural changes to increase participation in the
LakeSmart program include expanding relationships with member-rich groups,
conservation-focused or not, in addition to the lake associations and road associations
that already promote LakeSmart. Shannon has already embarked on a partnership with
the conservation organization Maine Audubon, creating the Loon Smart merit badge
(Shannon, pers. comm.). This sticker (Figure 9), which can be added to the slightly
redesigned LakeSmart award sign (Figure 10), can
be earned by LakeSmart awardees who make
additional efforts to provide nesting habitat for
waterfowl, especially the iconic loon. By partnering
with Maine Audubon, a 150 year-old conservation
agency with a large membership base, Shannon has
done exactly what my findings recommend.
Recommendations for structural changes

Figure 9. Loon Smart Merit
Badge Created by LakeSmart
and Maine Audubon

also included changes to the training that
LakeSmart evaluators and screeners receive. I found that LakeSmart inspectors would
like to see training that incorporates increased “job-shadowing” with experienced
inspectors, more practice anticipating and answering questions posed by property owners,
as well as periodic follow-up training workshops. While the former two, to my
knowledge, have not yet been implemented, Shannon has instituted a policy of requiring
volunteer screeners to attend re-training workshops every three years to ensure
consistency in their assessments. Workshops will be held in the summer of 2016 for
volunteers certified as screeners in 2012 and 2013.
The survey responses of the LakeSmart inspectors also revealed a great desire for
reduced redundancy, subjectivity, and unclear wording in certain parts of the LakeSmart
evaluation form. The responses also revealed a need for more a more intuitive electronic
evaluation form. To my knowledge, these changes have not yet been implemented.
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Recommended Presentation Changes
In addition to recommendations for structural changes, my study also revealed the
potential for improvement in how the LakeSmart program presents itself to potential
participants, including the message it
disseminates to potential participants. Survey
responses of LakeSmart participants revealed
a potential for attracting new participants by
emphasizing the adverse effect of poor lake
water quality on property values. Shannon has
independently started to implement this
strategy by appearing as a panelist at a Maine
Real Estate & Development Association
(MEREDA) conference in February 2016.
However, this message can still be
incorporated to a greater extent in the
informational material provided by the
LakeSmart program (Shannon, pers. comm.).
By examining the survey responses of
LakeSmart inspectors, I discovered that

Figure 10. Redesigned
LakeSmart Award Sign

common misconceptions about LakeSmart

include the impression that it is still a Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
program, and that it is a code enforcement program. These findings led me to recommend
that LakeSmart continue to emphasize its voluntary, non-regulatory nature as well as its
status as a Maine Lakes Society (MLS) program to assuage potential fears of punishment
for zoning violation. A step towards this end is the redesign of the LakeSmart award sign.
Although the design changes are not very substantial and the award sign still retains the
same general layout and color scheme as the original DEP design, the redesign may help
distinguish LakeSmart-the-DEP-program from LakeSmart-the-MLS-program. In
addition, the sign now features green trees, which may be meant to reference the partially
green MLS logo.
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The last major possibility for improvement identified in my report is the
utilization of shoreline residents’ sense of place, or sense of community, to increase
LakeSmart participation. Because I found that LakeSmart participants perceive a
significantly stronger sense of community than non-participants, and because strong
sense of community has been identified as a driver of participation in conservation
efforts, I believe that LakeSmart participation can be increased by fostering a stronger
sense of community among shoreline residents. This goal can be accomplished in a
number of ways, but the most important is perhaps the organization of communitybuilding activities such as place-based celebrations.
Conclusion
While it appears that many recommendations identified in this report have already
been incorporated, or will be incorporated soon, into the LakeSmart program,
opportunities for further improvement remain. Specifically, the program can improve its
mentoring process for property owners who fail to receive LakeSmart certification, it can
develop partnerships with member-rich groups to increase exposure of the program to
new potential participants, and it can foster a strong sense of place in lake communities
by participating in or sponsoring local events. In addition, LakeSmart can improve the
training for the evaluators and screeners by increasing “job-shadowing” opportunities
with experienced LakeSmart inspectors, and it can reduce redundancy, subjectivity, and
unclear wording in its evaluation form. If LakeSmart implements these changes, along
with those that are already in the process of being implemented, there is real potential for
expansion within and beyond the state of Maine.
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VII. PERSONAL COMMUNICATION
Garrison Beck, Midcoast Conservancy Watershed Protection Specialist and Damariscotta
Lake Watershed Association LakeSmart Evaluator
Melvin Croft, Belgrade Regional Conservation Alliance and East Pond Association
Board Member, East Pond Association LakeSmart Evaluator
Ellen Freeman, Colby College, Teaching and Learning Applications Coordinator
Dave Gay, Belgrade Lakes Association LakeSmart Evaluator
Susan Gay, Belgrade Lakes Association LakeSmart Evaluator
Manny Gimond, Colby College, GIS & Quantitative Analysis Specialist and Research
Scientist in Environmental Studies
Peter Kallin, President of the Maine Lakes Society
Lynn Matson, Belgrade Lakes Association Board Member and Volunteer LakeSmart
Screener
Logan Parker, Maine Lakes Resource Center Community Engagement Coordinator and
Belgrade Lakes Association LakeSmart Coordinator
Maggie Shannon, Maine Lakes Society, LakeSmart Program Director
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IX. APPENDICES
Appendix A: All LakeSmart Lakes
Table 1. All lakes with at least one LakeSmart award, organized by county. Data
were obtained from the Maine Lakes Society and the Belgrade Lakes Association.
Lake Name
Androscoggin County
Brettuns Pond
Little Wilson Pond
North Lake
Taylor Pond
Thompson Lake
Aroostook County
Pleasant Lake
Square Pond
Cumberland County
Crescent Lake
Little Sebago Lake
Pleasant Lake
Sabbathday Pond
Sebago Lake
Watchic Pond
Woods Pond
Franklin County
Clearwater Pond
Dodge Pond
Gull Pond
Locke Pond
Porter Lake
Quimby Pond
Rangeley Lake
Sand Pond
Mooselookmeguntic Lake
Hancock County
Abrams Pond
Beech Hill Pond
Branch Lake
Green Lake
Kennebec County
Annabessacook Lake

Status

Number of Awards Year of First Award

Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened

1
1
1
9
1

2010
2005
2015
2003
2006

Threatened
Threatened

2
3

2006
2004

Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened

16
1
2
4
1
31
1

2009
2005
2015
2015
2004
2004
2015

Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
-

1
2
4
8
10
10
2
7
8

2005
2006
2014
2005
2005
2011
2006
2006
2006

Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
-

6
10
15
19

2011
2010
2003
2004

Impaired

2

2006
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Table 1. Continued.
Lake Name
Cobbosseecontee Lake
David Pond
East Pond
Echo Lake
Great Pond
Long Pond, Belgrade
Lovejoy Pond
Maranacook Lake
McGrath Pond
North Pond
Parker Pond
Salmon Lake
Three Mile Pond
Torsey Pond
Washington Pond
Webber Pond
Wilson Pond
Knox County
Alford Pond
Lermond Pond
Megunticook Lake
Megunticook River
Lincoln County
Biscay Pond
Damariscotta Lake
Duckpuddle Pond
McCurdy Pond
Muscongus Pond
Paradise Pond
Pemaquid Pond
Oxford County
Anasagunticook Lake
Bryant Pond
Christopher Lake
Cupsuptic Lake
Farrington Pond
Five Kezar Ponds
Green Pond

Threatened
Impaired
Impaired
Impaired
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Impaired
Threatened
Impaired
Threatened

Number of Awards Year of First Award
15
2006
16
2010
26
2009
11
2014
90
2005
50
2007
4
2004
5
2005
6
2011
4
2014
3
2005
3
2011
1
2006
6
2014
4
2015
3
2009
28
2004

Threatened
-

1
4
5
1

2015
2014
2015
2015

Threatened
Threatened
Threatened
Threatened

12
30
3
2
1
3
13

2009
2009
2011
2015
2015
2011
2009

Threatened
-

26
4
1
2
5
1
2

2004
2013
2015
2008
2009
2004
2009
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Table 1. Continued.
Lake Name
Keoka Lake
Mirror Pond
Stearns Pond
Whitney Pond
Worthley Pond
Penobscot County
Cold Stream
Nokomis Pond
Puffers Pond
Sebasticook Lake
Wassookeag Lake
Waldo County
Coleman Lake
Sheepscot Lake
Winnecook Pond
York County
Long Pond, Parsonsfield
Mousam Lake
West Pond, Parsonsfield
Unknown Location
Loone Lake

Number of Awards Year of First Award
15
2010
Threatened
1
2009
1
2004
Threatened
1
2014
2008
27
Threatened
Threatened
Impaired
Threatened

6
1
3
2
17

2015
2006
2007
2003
2004

-

1
1
6

2013
2015
2015

Threatened
Threatened
-

8
1
2

2005
2004
2005

-

1

2007

In addition, Nickerson Lake (Aroostook), Norcross Pond (Franklin), Round Pond
(Franklin), Three Corner Pond (Kennebec), Pattee Pond (Kennebec), Pushaw Lake
(Penobscot), Schoodic Lake (Washington), and Moose Lake (county unknown) have
properties that have received commendations, but no award properties.
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Appendix B: LakeSmart Evaluation/Screening Form 2015

2015"SCREENER/EVALUATOR"FORM"FOR"LAKESMART%
Date%% %
%
Is"this"a"Screening"or"an"Evaluation?"(circle)""
Screener"or"Evaluator"
"
PROPERTY"OWNER"CONTACTS"AND"SITE"INFORMATION:"
Lake"/"Watershed"/"County%%%%
Property"Owner(s)%%%
USPS"Address:"Summer%
USPS"Address:%Winter%%%
Best"Telephone"number"for"Summer"and"Winter:"""
"
Email"address(s)""""%
"
Property"Address:"Street"" "
"
"
"
Town%
Year"built%%
Number"of"Years"Owned%%%%%%Year"round%or"Seasonal%%(circle)%
Road"Association"Name%
%
QUESTIONS"TO"ASK"HOMEOWNERS:"
1. What%motivated%you%to%participate%in%LakeSmart?%
2. Do%you%have%outside%pets?%%
3. Where%is%your%Septic%Tank%and%Leach%Field?%%
4. How%often%do%you%pump%the%Septic%Tank?%%
5. When%was%the%last%time%you%had%the%tank%pumped?%%%%
6. Do%you%use%herbicides%and%pesticides?%(Y/N)%%%%How%frequently?%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
7. Do%you%use%fertilizer?%(Y/N)%How%frequently?%%
8. How%high%do%you%set%the%mower%bar%when%you%mow%the%lawn?%%
9. For%decks%not%attached%to%the%house:%%%%When%were%they%built?%%%%%Size%%
10. May%we%post%your%name%on%our%website%for%participating%in%LakeSmart?%(Y/N)%
11. May%we%use%photos%taken%here%for%teaching%purposes%or%to%publicize%the%program?%(Y/N)%%

"
PRELIMINARY"EVALUATION"(Must"be"approved"by"Maine"Lakes"Society):%
SECTION%

%

Section%1%
Section%2%
Section%3%
Section%4%
All%Sections%

NAME%

SCORING%STANDARD%

Driveway%and%Parking%Areas%
11/15%possible%points%
Structures%and%Septic%System%
13/18%possible%points%(!)%
Yard,%Recreation%Area,%and%Footpaths%22/33%possible%points%
Buffer%and%Water%Access%
25/37%possible%points%(!)%
%
%

%

SCORE%

QUALIFY%(y/n)%

%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

!
!
!
LAKESMART!PROTECTS!WATER!QUALITY,!WILDLIFE!AND!PROPERTY!VALUE!
SO!YOU!CAN!HAVE!YOUR!LAKE!AND!KEEP!IT!TOO!!
1"|"P a g e %

%

3/6/2016%3:42%PM"

%
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SECTION"1:"DRIVEWAY"AND"PARKING"AREAS"
LakeSmart%Standard%
Ranking%System%
a.%The%driveway%and%parking%area%are%defined%and% 0%=%undefined%and/or%excessive%
minimized%
1%=%somewhat%defined%and/or%excessive%
%
2%=%mostly%defined,%slightly%excessive%%
3%=%well%defined%and%minimal%in%size% %
b.%Driveway%and%parking%surfaces%are%stable%with% 0%=%>%10%%eroding%
no%signs%or%erosion.%%%
1%=%between%5%%and%10%%eroding%
%
2%=%between%1%%and%4%%eroding%
3%=%no%erosion%%
%
c.%Shoulders%and%ditches%are%stable%with%no%signs%of%0%=%>%10%%eroding%
erosion.""
1%=%between%5%%and%10%%eroding%
%
2%=%between%1%%and%4%%eroding%%
3%=%no%erosion%
d.%Stormwater%moves%as%sheet%flow%over%driving% 0%=%mostly%channelized%
surfaces.%OK%if%purposely%channelized%by%swale%or% 1%=%more%channelized%than%sheet%flow%
other%diversion%to%move%water%off%road"
2%=%more%sheet%flow%than%channelized%%
3%=%entirely%sheet%flow%
e.%Stormwater%flow%from%driveway/parking%area%is% 0%=%None%
directed%to%an%effective%vegetated%buffer%or%other% 1%=%Some%
BMP""
2%=%Most%
3%=%All%

Points%
%

%

%

%
%
%
%
%

%

%

Total%Available%Points%=15%

%(11%to%qualify)%%Total%=%

"
"
Section"2:"Structures"and"Septic"System"
LakeSmart%Standard%
a.%Roof%runoff%is%infiltrated%or%directed%to%rain%
garden,%barrel%or%stable%outlet%%

%

Ranking%System%
Points%
0%=%None%
%
1%=%Some%
2%=%Most%
3%=%All%
b.%Is%there%evidence%of%animal%waste%(farm%animals% 0%=%much%waste%piles%or%manure%
%
or%household%pets)"?%
1%=%waste%or%manure%near%lake%
2%=%%minimal%waste%%
3%=%no%waste%%%
(!)%c.%No%evidence%of%leach%field%or%septic%system% !%0%=%significant%evidence%of%malfunction%
(!)%
malfunction:%Award&can’t&be&given&is&soil&is&squishy& 1%=%system%installed%preZ1974%and%homeowner%
%
and&odiferous.%Out%houses,%grey%water%systems%and% doesn’t%know%where%leach%field%is,%if%any%exists%%%
holding%tanks%are%considered%legal%septic%systems.% 2%=%PostZ1974;%possible%evidence%of%malfunction%
If%an%outhouse%is%in%place,%a%grey%water%system%for% (Possible%if%there%is%a%difference%in%plant%color%or%
household%sink%drain%is%required%for%it%to%be%OK""
size%in%area%immediately%downstream%from%leach%
%
field)%
3%=%no%evidence%of%malfunction%

1"|"P a g e %

%

3/6/2016%3:47%PM"

%
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d.%Leach%field%is%free%of%woody%vegetation%so%system%0%=%much%vegetation%
is%not%threatened%by%roots."%
1%=%some%vegetation%
2%=%threatened%by%encroaching%vegetation%%
3%=%free%of%woody%vegetation%%
e.%The%septic%system%is%regularly%pumped%and%
0%=%more%than%5%years%
maintained%(Ask%if%the%camp%or%cottage%is%a%rental% 1%=%every%5%years%
property%because%that%will%increase%usage)%
2%=%every%4%years%
3%=%every%3%years%or#on#a#regular#schedule#as#
recommended#by#septic#service#company%
f.%Home%heating%oil%tank%or%exterior%toxic%chemical% 0=valve%of%exterior%heating%oil%tank%or%toxic%
storage,%like%gasoline%cans%or%pesticide%or%other%
chemical%container%is%leaking,%rusty,%and%not%
chemical%containers%do%not%pose%a%threat%of%water% protected%from%snow/ice%cascading%off%roof%%
contamination%
1=valve%of%exterior%oil%tank%not%covered,%but%not%
%
located%where%it%could%be%hit%by%cascading%ice%
2=valve%of%exterior%oil%tank%has%valve%cover%
3=%exterior%tank%is%completely%covered%or%no%
exterior%tank,%or%gasoline%cans%outside.%
(!)%g.%Decks%and%stairs%meet%the%setback%
OK%for%award%or%Ineligible%–%no%award%
requirement%of%100%feet%unless%built%before%
allowed%Identify%any%structures%within%100’%
1986.%%

%

%
%

%

!%
"
xx% %ok%
xx% %no%
(13%to%qualify)%%Total%=%
%

Total%Available%Points%=%18%
"
SECTION"3:"YARD,"RECREATION"AREA,"AND"FOOTPATHS"
Includes%land%around%home%exclusive%of%shoreline%buffer%–%buffer%width%may%vary%site%to%site%from%10’%to%150’%%
LakeSmart%Standard%
Ranking%System%
Points%
a.%Soil%erosion%is%not%occurring%on%site."%
0%=%>%10%%eroding%
%
1%=%between%5%%[10%%
2%=%between%1%%[%4%%%
3%=%no%erosion%%
b.%Stormwater%flow%goes%to%an%effective%
0%=%None%
%
vegetated%buffer%or%other%BMP.%%%
1%=%Some%
2%=%Most%
3%=%All%
c.%Are%herbicides%and%pesticides%used?%%%
0%=%Routinely%
%
%
1%=%Whenever%needed%%
2=%Rarely%
3%=%Never%%
d.%Homeowner%either%omits%or%minimizes%use%of%fertilizer% 0%=%Areas%fertilized%yearly%
%
and%knows%that%it%is%best%to%test%soil%before%applying%
1%=%Areas%fertilized%less%than%once%a%year%
fertilizer.%%%
2%=%Areas%fertilized%based%on%soil%test%
3%=%Fertilizer%is%never%used%
e.%Lawn%area%is%minimized%%
0%=%Excessive%
%
%
1=%Moderate%
2%=%Minimized%
3%=%No%lawn%
1"|"P a g e %

%
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f.%Turf%is%maintained%at%2.5%to%3.5%inches%and%Clippings%are% 0%=%Never%
left%on%lawn%(“How%high%do%you%set%the%mower%bar%and%do% 1%=%Sometimes%
you%leave%clippings?”)%
2%=%Mostly%
3%=%Always%

%

g.%Duff%layer%is%maintained%wherever%possible%(Duff%%is%thick% 0%=%None%
&%deep;%mulch%is%a%secondary%solution.%Exclude%lawn%area% 1%=%Some%duff%and/or%mulch%
from%this%question.%Garden%mulch%is%considered%duff.]%
2%=%Most%areas%have%duff/mulch%%
%
3%=%All%areas%with%duff%/mulch%%
h.%Topography%has%not%been%leveled;%in%other%words,%it’s%the%0%=%None%
same%now%as%it%was%before%residence%development.%
1%=%Some%
2%=%Most%
3%=%All%
i.%All%bare%soil%and%cultivated%areas%are%covered%with%mulch.%% 0%=%None%
%
1%=%Some%
2%=%Most%
3%=%All%
j.%Recreation%areas%are%defined%and%limited.%%
0%=%None%
%
1%=%Some%
%
2%=%Most%
3%=%All%
k.%Paths%are%limited,%defined,%curved%and%do%not%convey%
0%=%None%
runoff%directly%into%lake.%[Receives%full%points%if%there%are% 1%=%Some%
not%paths%but%there%is%no%obvious%need%or%visible%pattern%of% 2%=%Most%
water]."%
3%=%All%
Total%Available%Points%=%33%
(22%to%qualify)%Total%=%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Section"4:"Buffer"and"Water"Access"
LakeSmart%Standard%
a.%Buffer%location%and%condition:%Is%there%a%wella
distributed%stand%of%mixed%vegetation%along%shoreline?""
(!)%b.%Buffer%contains%5%tiers%of%vegetation:%
canopy,%shrub,%understory,%ground%cover,%duff%a%a%all%
effective%in%filtering%stormwater%Minimum&of&3&tiers&
required.%%%%
%
c.%Buffer%vegetation%is%composed%of%native%or%native%
friendly%species%%
%
d.%Buffer%is%receiving%sheet%flow,%not%channelized,%
concentrated%flows.%

1"|"P a g e %

%

Ranking%System%
0%=%None%
1%=%Some%
2%=%Most%
3%=%All%
0%=%no%tiers%effective%
1%=%1%tier%effective%
2%=%2%tiers%effective%
3%=%3%tiers%effective%
4%=%4%tiers%effective%
5%=%5%tiers%effective%
0%=%mostly%invasive%plants%
1%=%mostly%native%friendly%
2%=%both%native%friendly%and%native%%
3%=%all%native%plants%%
0%=%all%flow%concentrated%
1%=%most%flow%concentrated%
2%=%most%flow%is%sheet%
3%=%all%flow%is%sheet%flow%
3/6/2016%3:49%PM"
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Points%
%

(!)"
%
%
%
%
%
%

%

(!)%e.%Buffer%is%sufficiently%wide%to%filter%stormwater%
effectively.%(A%buffer%less%than%10%feet%wide%disqualifies%
the%property%for%an%Award.%Slope%is%a%factor;%a%steep%slope%
will%require%a%deeper%buffer%than%the%minimum%10’.)%For%
rare%situations%in%which%it%isn't%possible%to%have%a%10'%
buffer,%such%as%a%hardN%packed%and%rocky%iceNberm,%please%
provide%photos%and%explanation%with%this%form.%%

0%=%less%than%10%feet%in%width%%%
1%=%10%to%20%feet%%%
2%=%21%to%30%feet%%%
3=%31%to%40%feet%
4=%41%to%50%feet%
5%=%over%50%feet%in%width,%negative%
slope%or%natural%ice%berm%intact%
%
f.%Duff%layer%is%maintained%wherever%possible%(Duff%is%thick% 0%=None%
&%deep)""
1=%Some%duff%and/or%mulch%
2=%Most%areas%with%duff%and/or%mulch%
3=%All%areas%with%duff%%
g.%Natural%uneven%topography%has%not%been%changed%for% 0%=%None%
residence%development.%
1%=%Some%
2%=%Most%
3%=%All%
h.%Shoreline%is%stable.%%(This%means%there%is%no%sign%of%
0%=%mostly%unstable%
%
erosion,%such%as%bank%undercutting%along%the%shore.)%%%
1=%moderately%unstable%
2%=%mostly%stable%
3%=%totally%stable%
i.%Shoreline%is%natural.%(Where%riprap%or%concrete%is%used,% 0%=%Unnatural%shore,%exposed%riprap,%
it%is%covered%with%vegetation%and%only%applied%where%
no%vegetation%
needed%to%stabilize%the%shore)""
1%=%Riprap%is%about%1/3%vegetated%
%
2%=%Riprap%is%between%1/3%and%2/3%
vegetated%%
3%=%Shoreline%is%completely%natural,%or%
riprap%and/or%wall%vegetated%and%
appear%natural%
j.%Pathway%and%dock%approach%don’t%compromise%the%
0%=%Effectiveness%of%buffer%is%
buffer’s%effectiveness%%%%
compromised%
1%=%some%buffer%still%functioning%
2%=%most%buffer%still%functioning%
3%=%Design%of%pathway%and%dock%works%
with%buffer%
k.%Beach%or%swimming%access%is%stable%and%designed%to%
0%=%Not%stable%
%
prevent%runoff.%%%
1%=%Some%is%stable%
2%=%Most%is%stable%
3%=%Both%are%stable%and%do%not%permit%
runoff%
Total%Available%Points%=%37%
(25%to%qualify)%%Total%=%
%

Evaluator/Screener%Reporting%Information%for%Host%Group%and%Maine%Lakes%Society%
Time%spent%doing%the%Evaluation%and%speaking%with%Homeowner:%
Time%spent%in%Travel:%%
Time%for%write%up%and%reporting%to%Host%Group%%%%
Total"Time:""
1"|"P a g e %

%
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(!)%
%

%

%

%

%

%
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Appendix C: Belgrade Lakes Shoreline Resident Survey 2011
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Appendix D: Belgrade Lakes LakeSmart Property Owner Survey 2015
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Appendix E: LakeSmart Evaluator Survey 2015
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Appendix F: LakeSmart Screener Survey 2015
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